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are filled with out-of-state visitors. Nonresident
hunters flock to our woods and prairies in search of
big game and waterfowl during the fall. Even in the
dead of winter, skiers and other cold weather
recreationists increasingly travel to Montana. Many
claims and counterclaims have been made
concerning the importance of these visitors to
Montana’s economy. But, to our knowledge,
tourist activity has never been evaluated within the
overall context of Montana’s economy.
Tourism has been proposed by some as a clean
and nonpolluting industry which could provide an
alternative to the traditional, and often unreliable,
foundations of Montana’s economy. Since most
tourists are thought to come to Montana in search
of outdoor recreation, tourism and timber harves
ting are sometimes viewed as competing uses of
Montana’s forest lands.
In the following sections we take a cold, hard
look at tourism and derive rough estimates of its
economic value compared to other Montana in
dustries. Then, we examine closely some of the im
plications of emphasizing tourism at the expense of
timber harvesting. Throughout this study, the role
of outdoor recreation—as represented by
o u t-o f-s ta te cam pers, fish e rm e n , and
hunters—receives special attention.

6
Estimating direct income from
tourist spending
Statistics on numbers of nonresident visitors, total
expenditures, or tourist inquiries are often cited in
support of the economic importance of tourism.
But, in order to evaluate tourism within the context
of the entire Montana economy, it must be
measured using variables also available for other
industries. We have chosen to measure the
economic importance of tourism in terms of the
direct income—the wages, salaries, and
proprietors" income of those employed in the
tourist industry—which accrues to Montanans.
Unfortunately, there are no readily available
statistics on direct income to Montanans from
tourism. Income estimates are prepared for in
dustries according to a standard classification
which identifies industries by the goods or services
produced—lumber and wood products, hotels and
motels, eating and drinking places—but not by the
customers or clients served. This means that when
we look at the total earnings of service station em
ployees, we don't know how much income
resulted from sales to nonresident tourists or how
much should be attributed to business travelers or
Montana residents.
Our first task is to derive income estimates based
on the expenditures of nonresident visitors. This is
complicated by the fact that direct income to Mon
tanans depends not only on the number of tourists
and the dollars they spend, but also how they spend
their money. So first we examine their expen
ditures for lodging, food, transportation, and all
other items. Because such information is severely
limited for Montana, we draw heavily on studies
conducted in other states. After developing
benchmark estimates for the “ average" Montana
tourist, similar estimates are made for three sub
groups—campers, hunters, and fishermen—whose
spending patterns might be expected to differ.
These figures are then used to derive the
proportion of tourist expenditures that accrues to
Montanans as direct income.
Where the tourist dollar goes
The "average” tourist: he doesn’t exist. The
popular conception of Montana tourists pictures
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them as nonresident campers, fishermen, or other
summertime travelers who come to enjoy Mon
tana's superb outdoor recreation. But a 1964 survey
of outbound nonresident motorists indicated that
most out-of-state visitors are simply passing
through the state; only 28 percent had Montana as
their primary destination.1 Many other visitors
come here on business rather than pleasure. Of the
nonresidents staying at Montana lodging facilities,
the 1964 survey found that 52 percent were there
for pleasure and the remainder were on business or
some combination of business and pleasure. These
are average figures for the entire year; during the
summer, the proportion visiting for pleasure or to
see relatives and friends rose to 72 percent.2Thus,
an accurate description of Montana tourists would
also include truckers, traveling businessmen, and
persons traveling to and from other locations.
Even though the “ average" Montana visitor is a
heroic abstraction, it is a useful concept and
provides a reference point for later analysis. The
distribution of expenditures by all nonresident
visitors during 1964 is summarized in table 1. We
use 1964 figures because no later figures are
available in the detail which we require.

Table 1
Distribution o f Expenditures by
Nonresident Visitors in M ontana

1964

Percentage of
Total

Category
Lodging
Food
Transportation
All other
Total

;

27
33
26
14
100

Source: Robert F. Wallace and Daniel R. Blake, Montana Travel
Study (Missoula, Montana: University o f Montana, Bureau of
Business and Economic Research, 1966), table 49, p. 94.
Note: The percentages are based on the average daily
expenditures during the entire year.

’ Robert F. W allace and Daniel R. Blake, M ontana Travel Study
(Missoula, M ontana: University o f M on ta n a , Bureau o f
Business and Econom ic Research, 1966), table 43, p. 84. This is
th e latest com prehensive travel study d o n e in M ontana.
2lb id ., table 20, p. 45.
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The camper’s dollar analyzed. The distribution of
expenditures by nonresident campers in es
tablished Montana campgrounds during 1964 is
shown in table 2. These data are over ten years old
and may not reflect current conditions. Therefore,
we also present the findings of more recent studies
in Georgia and Arizona. The most obvious dis
crepancy between the three studies is the very low
proportion, 3 percent of the total, spent for lodging
expenditures in Montana. This may simply reflect
the fact that during 1964 camping fees were much
less common than today. In any case, we felt that
the Montana data should be adjusted in light of the
more recent studies. The modified distribution of
expenditures is shown in the right portion of
table 2. Since the figures are in percentages,
changes in one category required compensating
changes in other categories.
Are our adjustments reasonable? This question
may be answered on two levels. First, our estimates
are intuitively reasonable because lodging remains

a relatively small proportion of all expenditures by
campers, and because they are in general
agreement with the estimates from more recent
studies. Second, and perhaps more importantly,
our later estimate of the returns to Montanans from
total camper expenditures is relatively insensitive
to the breakdown chosen. We estimate later that
about $0.17 of the camper dollar ends up as direct
income; the 1964 Montana expenditure dis
tribution yields $0.17 and the Georgia distribution
$0.18.
Fishermen’s spending: an educated guess. There
are no data for the expenditures of nonresident
fishermen in Montana and we have relied ex
clusively on published reports for other states.
Table 3 summarizes the findings for Colorado,
Arizona, and Wisconsin. There are some apparent
conflicts among the studies. For example, when
compared to the other states, the Colorado survey
reports a large share of expenditures by fishermen
for lodging with a correspondingly small share in
the "all other" category. We are not sure, but this

Table 2
Table 3
Distribution of Expenditures by
Nonresident Campers
in M ontana, Georgia, and Arizona

Distribution of Expenditures by Nonresident
Fishermen in Colorado, Arizona,
Wisconsin, and M ontana

(In Percentages)

Category

In Pu blished Studies
Montana Georgia Arizona

Lodging
Food
Transportation
All other
Total

3
50
32
15
100

11
29
36
24
100

NA
36
44
NA
100

(In Percentages)

Estimated for
Montana in
This Study
10
35
38
17
100

Sources: Robert F. Wallace and Daniel R. Blake, Montana
Travel Study (Missoula, Montana: University o f Montana,
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, 1966), table 46,
p. 90. William B. Keeling and Polly W. Hein, Characteristics
o f Out-of-State Campers (Athens, Georgia: University o f
Georgia, Division o f Research, 1970), p. 23. George F. Learning
and others. The Economic Impact o f the Organ Pipe Cactus
National Monument (Tucson, Arizona: University o f Arizona,
Division o f Economic and Business Research, 1970), table 52,
p. 108. The Montana estimates for this study were developed
by the authors.

Category
Lodging
Food
Transportation
Guides
All other
Total

Estimated for
In Pu blished Studies
Montana in
Colorado Arizona Wisconsin This Study
33
23
29
2
13
100

18
23
34
1
24
100

22
24
12
2
40
100

22
23
30
2
23
100

NA denotes that the data are not available; comparable
figures were not reported in, and could not be derived from,
the study cited.

Sources: D. D. Rohdy and R. E. Lovegrove, Economic
Impact o f Hunting and Fishing Expenditures in Grant
County,
Colorado,
1966, for
the
Colorado State
University Experiment Station (Fort Collins, Colorado: De
partment o f Economics, 1970), table 2, p. 7. William C. Davis,
Values o f Hunting and Fishing in Arizona in 1965 (Tucson,
Arizona: University o f Arizona, College o f Business and Pub
lic Administration, 1967), table 22, p. 29. I. V. Fine and E. E.
Werner, Economic Significance o f Fishing in Wisconsin (Madi
son, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, Bureau o f Business
Research, 1960), p. 4. The Montana estimates were developed
by the authors.

3Includes camping and admission fees.

Note: License fees are excluded.
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may be due to differences in defining the expen
diture categories. Further, the Wisconsin study
shows a relatively low figure for transportation ex
penditures and relatively high value for the all
other category; to some extent, this may be related
to the fact that four out of five of the respondents
were from neighboring Illinois or Minnesota.3
Even though the data are not entirely consistent,
these studies do provide rough guidelines for the
distribution of expenditures by nonresident
fishermen in Montana. We will assume that Mon
tana fishermen allocate 22 percent of their
spending (excluding license fees) for lodging,
somewhat less than the average tourist, and 23
percent for all other expenditures—mostly fishing
equipment and supplies, which all three studies
reported to be significant. We will also assume that
food constitutes 23 percent and transportation 30
percent of total spending, based on the figures
shown for other states. Finally, an expenditure
category for guides has been added. Guide services
can vary from showing clients where and how to
fish to also providing lodging, food, and tackle. The
studies report that payments to guides represent
only a small portion of total spending by fishermen;
we assume that only 2 percent is so spent in Mon
tana.
The three studies cited in table 3 derive their data
from samples of persons purchasing nonresident
fishing licenses. They do not distinguish between
those whose primary purpose was fishing and
others who fished as a sideline to their visit. Thus, to
the extent that these samples contain the oc
casional fisherman they may not accurately
represent those attracted by quality outdoor
fishing. Approximately one-third of all summer
visitors to Montana in 1964 engaged in some
fishing.4
Hunters’ expenditures: another “guesstimate.”
As with fishermen, no estimates of hunter expen
ditures have been prepared for Montana. We will
again rely on data for other states as a guide to es
timating appropriate values for Montana.

3I. V. Fine and E. E. W erner, Econom ic Significance o f Fishing in
Wisconsin (M adison, W isconsin: University o f W isconsin,
Bureau o f Business and Econom ic Research, 1960), p. 2.
4W allace and Blake, table 35, p. 70.
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The distribution of expenditures for nonresident
big game hunters in Colorado and Arizona is sum
marized in table 4. The only significant conflict
between these studies is in the all other and guide
categories. The differences appear to be
definitional or due to the way we recombined
categories for our tabular presentation; in both
instances, the sum of these two categories is about
the same proportion of total expenditures.

Table 4
Distribution of Expenditures by Nonresident Big Game
Hunters in Colorado, Arizona, and M ontana
(In Percentages)

Category
Lodging
Food
Transportation
Guides
All other
Total

In Published Studies
Colorado
Arizona
12
23
26
13
26
100

16
18
28
1
37
100

Estimated for
_ Montana in
This Study
13
22
25
10
30
100

Sources: D. D. Rohdy and R. E. Lovegrove, Economic Impact
o f Hunting and Fishing Expenditures in Grand County,
Colorado, 1968, for the Colorado State University Experiment
Station (Fort Collins, Colorado: Department o f Economics,
1970), table 1, p. 6. William C. Davis, Values o f Hunting and
Fishing in Arizona in 7965 (Tucson, Arizona: University of
Arizona, College of Business and Public Administration,
1967), table 26, p. 34. The Montana estimates were developed
by the authors.
Note: License fees are excluded.

In Montana we assume lodging accounts for 13
percent of total expenditures (excluding license
fees), which reflects the tendency of hunters to
camp, use cabins, or even sleep in their cars.5Both
the Colorado and Arizona studies report significant
expenditures for equipment and supplies. Conse
quently, the all other category is estimated to ac
count for about 30 percent of expenditures. A
Montana law, currently being challenged in the
courts, requires nonresident big game hunters in
certain areas to be accompanied by a licensed

sW illiam C. Davis, Values o f H u n tin g a n d Fishing in A rizo n a in
1965 (Tucson, A rizo n a : U niversity o f A rizo n a , College o f
Business and Public A d m in istra tio n , 1967), table 27, p. 35.
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resident—often a guide or outfitter. Thus, 10
percent for the guide category does not seem
unreasonable. The relative importance of the food
and transportation categories will be assumed to be
22 and 25 percent, respectively—a lower
proportion than for the average tourist due to the
upward adjustments in the other categories.
Calculating direct income per tourist dollar
Only a portion of the dollars spent by tourists ends
up in the pockets of Montanans, and the size of that
portion depends on how the dollars are spent.
Table 5 shows 1967 receipts and earnings for
selected industries that cater to tourists. These data
show that in-state earnings per dollar of receipts
varied significantly among industries: for each
dollar spent in hotels, $0.39 was retained by M on
tanans as personal earnings; but for each dollar
spent in food stores, only $0.10 went into the
pockets of residents. In general, businesses such as
lodging places and auto repair shops, which
provide personal services, have higher earnings per
dollar of receipts than food stores, sporting goods
stores, or other firms which primarily sell goods
produced elsewhere and imported into Montana.
These ratios show the portion of tourist dollars that
accrues to Montanans as direct income in the form
of employees' wages and salaries and proprietors'
income. Although the data were obtained in 1967,
we do not believe the ratios of earnings to receipts
have changed.
Given the earnings-to-receipts ratios and the dis
tributions of spending, we can determine the share
of tourist expenditures that accrue directly to M on
tanans.
Breakdown of an average tourist dollar. The dis
tribution of the expenditures in 1964 of all
nonresident visitors was summarized in table 1. Of
those staying in commercial accommodations, ap
proximately three-fourths chose motels; most of
the others used hotels or campgrounds.6 We
therefore estimate that the earnings per dollar of
receipts for lodging from average tourists was $0.25,
slightly above the ratio of $0.21 reported for motels
and far smaller than the ratio of $0.39 for hotels in
table 5.
6W allace and Blake, table 28, p. 60. Derived.
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The earnings per dollar of receipts in the food
category is assumed to be $0.25, because the in
formation available suggests that out-of-state
visitors spent about 90 percent of their food money
in restaurants.7
We also know that about 15 percent of the
nonresidents staying in Montana overnight in
1964 did not arrive by automobile or bus.8 Un
fortunately, data on income to Montanans are
available only for sales of automobile-related
goods and services. We simply do not know the
earnings-receipts ratio for expenditures on bus,
train, or airplane travel. We estimate that the Mon
tana earnings per dollar of receipts for all
transportation expenditures is $0.15—again re
ferring to table 1 and reasoning that most spending
is for gasoline rather than auto repairs and that
commercial transportation does not significantly
change this value.
The Montana Travel Study suggests that other ex
penditures were about evenly divided between
recreation and merchandise.9 The earningsreceipts ratio in the all other category is estimated
to be $0.23—the approximate midpoint between
the values for merchandise and amusements in
table 5.
7lb id ., table 46, p. 90. Derived.
8lb id ., table 6, p. 90. Derived.
9lb id ., table 49, p. 94.
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T a b le 5
Receipts and Earnings in Selected M o n ta n a Industries
1967

Industry Category

Lodging
H o t e ls (SIC 7011)
M o te ls (SIC 7011)
T r a i l e r parks (SIC 7032)
S p o r t i n g and r e c r e a t i o n a l
(SIC 7032)

Receipts
(000)

Earnings a
(000)

Earnings
per Dollar
of Receipts

$ 14 ,862
14,91**
M 54

$ 5 ,813
3 ,175

101

0 .0 9

1,440

39*4

0 .2 7

Food
E a tin g and d r i n k i n g
p la c e s (SIC 58)
Food s t o r e s (SIC 5*0

95,69*4
2*17,52*4

25,391
24,8 29

0 .2 7

T ra n s p o rta tio n
A u to r e p a i r s
Gas s t a t i o n s

101,59*4

11,601

0.11

10*4,936

18,869

0 .1 8

*47,311

5,882

7,821
866

0 .1 7
0 .1 5

4 ,81 0
7 ,555

1,579
2,3*41

0 .3 3
0.31

(SIC 753)
(SIC 55*0

O ther
M e rc h a n d is e :
General m erchandise
(SIC 53)
A p pa rel and a c c e s s o r ie s
(SIC 56)
S p o r t i n g goods (SIC 595)
Amusements:
M otio n p i c t u r e s (SIC 78)
Amusements (SIC 79)

13,180

3 ,87 9

$ 0.39

0.21

0.10

0 .2 9

U.S. Departm ent o f Commerce, Bureau o f th e Census, Census o f Business:
1967, S electe d S ervices, Montana, BC67-SA28 (W a sh in g to n , D .C .: U.S. Government
P r i n t i n g O f f i c e , 196 9), t a b l e 2 , pp. 2 8-6 and 2 8 - 7 .
Idem, Census o f B usiness:
1967, R e ta il Trades, Montana, BC67- RA28 (W a shing to n, D .C .: U.S. Government P r i n t
Sources:

in g O f f i c e , 1969), t a b l e 2 , pp. 2 8-6 and 2 8 -7 The e a r n in g s e s t i m a t e s were deve lo pe d
by th e a u th o r s based on u n p u b lis h e d d a ta fro m U .S. Departm ent o f Commerce, Bureau o f
Economic A n a l y s i s , Regional Eco no m ic's I n f o r m a t io n System (W a sh in g to n , D .C ., 197 4).
E a rn in g s p e r d o l l a r d e r iv e d .
SIC d enotes S tan da rd I n d u s t r i a l C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ,
a
In c lu d e s p r o p r i e t o r s ' e a r n i n g s .
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Given these local earnings per dollar of tourist
expenditures and the distribution of expenditures
shown in table 1, the Montana direct income from
each dollar spent by all nonresident travelers can
be calculated from the following:
Montana earnings
from average
tourist dollar
$0.2212

=
+
+
+
=
+

(Proportion spent
(Proportion spent
(Proportion spent
(Proportion spent
(0.27) x ($0.25)
(0.26) x ($0.15)

for
for
for
for

Georgia studies suggest that campers spend considerably more for merchandise than for
amusements, the earnings-receipts ratio in the all
other category was reduced to $0.19, down from
the $0.23 used for average tourists.
lodging)
food)
transportation)
all other)

x
x
x
x
+
+

(Earnings per dollar for lodging)
(Earnings per dollar for food)
(Earnings per dollar for transportation)
(Earnings per dollar for all other)
(0.33) x ($0.25)
(0.14) + ($0.23)

We conclude, then, that the average dollar spent by
nonresident tourists yields $0.22 in direct income to
Montanans.
We emphasize that these calculations provide
only a rough estimate of the impact of an average
tourist dollar. Many of the data are out of date or in
complete. A number of key values are
"guesstimates.” Our chief purposes are to
demonstrate a methodology and to provide a norm
that can be compared with similar estimates for
subgroups of tourists who camped, fished, or
hunted in the state.
Campers least profitable. To calculate direct
Montana income from campers we follow the same
procedure used for the average tourist. But,
because of differences in spending patterns, we
have slightly modified the earnings-receipts ratios.
Specifically, earnings per dollar of lodging receipts
is assumed to be $0.25, which is roughly halfway
between the values for motels and recreational
camps reported in table 5, because we believe most
campers occasionally stay in a motel or hotel. The
Montana Travel Study reported that approximately
40 percent of the camper's food dollar was spent in
restaurants.10 Consequently, the value for grocery
stores shown in table 5 was given a greater relative
weight, and the earnings per dollar of receipts for
food was assumed to be $0.17—considerably lower
than for the average tourist. The ratio of earnings to
receipts in the transportation category remains un
changed at $0.15. Because both the Montana and

Table 6 summarizes the direct income to Mon
tanans from tourists staying in established
campgrounds. For each dollar spent by campers,
about $0.17 is retained by Montanans, almost onefourth less than for all visitors. This difference is due
to campers spending a greater proportion in
categories with low earnings-receipts ratios, such
as transportation, and the lower earnings per dollar
of receipts in the food and all other categories.
Fisherman’s dollar nets twenty cents. The same
procedure is used to calculate direct Montana
income from fishermen with certain minor
modifications. Studies for Arizona and Wisconsin
report that, of those fishermen using commercial
accommodations, most stayed in motels.11 An
earnings-receipt ratio of $0.25, the same as for the
average tourist, will be used for the lodging
category. The Wisconsin study also reports that
fishermen spent almost twice as much in grocery
stores as in restaurants.12 We assign an earningsreceipts ratio for food of $0.22 in light of the lower
Montana earnings ratio for grocery stores shown in
table 5. In the absence of contradictory
information, we again assume that each dollar
spent for transportation will provide $0.15 of direct
income. The value for all other expenditures will be
assumed to be $0.18, based on our reasoning that
very little was spent by fishermen for amusements
as defined in table 5. Finally, the earnings per dollar
of receipts for guides is set at $0.40. There are no
hard data to support this assertion, but one would

10lb id ., table 46, p. 90. Derived.

"D a vis, table 23, p. 30. Fine and W erner, p. 3.
"F in e and W erner, p. 4.
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Table 6
Montana Direct Income per Dollar Spent by Nonresident Visitors
Montana
. . .
Income _____ Lodging_____
Type
of
Visitor

per
Dollar
Spent

Proportion
Spent

Earnings
per $1 of
Receipts

Proportion
Spent

Average
visitor

$0.2212 -

x $0.25)
$0.0675

+
+

(0.33

Campers

$0.1738 =■ (0.10 x $0.25)
$0.0250

+
+

(0.35

Fishermen

$0.2000 -

(0.22 x $0.25)
$0.0550

Hunters

$0.2058 *

(0.13 x $0.25)
$0.0325

Source:

(0.27

r
.
Food

,
.
Transportation

Earnings Proporper $1 of
tion
Receipts
Spent

'
Guides

Earnings Proporper $1 of
tion
Receipts Spent

x $0.25)
$0.0825

+
I

(0.26

x $0.15)
$0.0390

x $0.17)
$0.0595

+
+

(0.38

x $0.15)
$0.0570

+
+

(0.23 x $0.22)
$0.0506

+
+

(0.30 x
$0.15)
$0.0450

+
+

+
+

(0.22

+
+

(0.25 x
$0.15)
$0.0375

+
+

x $0.19)
$0.0418

+
+

All O ther

Earnings Proporper $1 of
tion
Receipts
Spent

Earnings
per $1 of
Receipts

(0)
0

+
1

(0.14

+ $0.23)
$0.0322

(0)
0

+
+

(0.17

x $0.19)
$0.0323

(0.02 x $0.40)
$0.0080

+
+

(0.23 x
$0.18)
$0.0414

(0.10 x $0.40)
$0.0400

+
+

(0.30 x
$0.18)
$0.0540

Developed by the authors based on data presented in tables 1 through 5-

expect these activities to be relatively labor
intensive and to have high earnings-receipts ratios.
Based on these assumptions, and the distribution
of expenditures shown in table 3, the Montana
income per dollar expended by nonresident
fishermen is estimated to be $0.20, as calculated in
table 6.
Hunters spend like fishermen. With the
exception of food, the earnings-receipts ratios for
hunters are the same as for fishermen. We think
that $0.19 of each dollar spent by hunters for food
accrues to Montanans as income. We rationalized
that hunters probably spend more in grocery
stores, which have a low earnings-receipts ratio,
than in restaurants. Table 6 shows that the average
dollar spent by big game hunters generates about
$0.21 in direct income to Montanans.
Findings recapped. The previous sections
examined the direct economic impact of dollars
spent by four classes of out-of-state visitors to
Montana. The analytical method used the findings
of studies for other states in order to circumvent
some of the data deficiencies for Montana, but a
good deal of judgment and a good many guesses
were also required. Based on this procedure the
direct incomes generated by each dollar spent by
tourists are about:
A ll nonresident visitors
Campers
Fishermen
Hunters

$0.22 per d o lla r spent
0.17 p e r d o lla r spent
0.20 p e r d o lla r spent
0.21 p e r d o lla r spent

Although the precision of these numbers may be
questioned, we believe that the overall ranking is
accurate: the Montana income per dollar of
expenditure is lower for nonresident outdoor
recreationists than for the more inclusive category
of all nonresident visitors. Campers, fishermen, and
hunters spend a smaller percentage of their dollars
on the categories with high earnings-receipts
ratios, such as motels, restaurants, and
amusements, and spend relatively more on
transportation, groceries, and merchandise that
brings low earnings per dollar of receipts. Or,
stated in a different way, the economic advantage
to Montanans of expenditures by outdoor
recreationists, on a per-dollar-spent basis, is less
than for average motel- and restaurant-dependent
tourists.
Montana’s total direct income from tourism
The Montana Highway Commission (in un
published data) has estimated total visitor expen
ditures by updating certain findings of the 1964
Montana Travel Study. They estimate that during
1971 there were approximately 3,770,000
nonresident visitors who spent, on the average,
about $40 per visit. Total expenditures, then, were
roughly $151 million. This estimate includes
spending by out-of-state business travelers as well
as vacationers and persons just traveling through
Montana.
Earlier we estimated that about $0.22 of each
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Table 7
Direct Income to Montanans from Nonresident Tourism
1971

Number o f v i s i t o r s

Campers

Fishermen

1.00,000

32,500

Hunters

All Visitors

12,000

3 ,7 7 0 ,0 0 0

E x p e n d itu re s o f V i s i t o r s 3

Average e x p e n d itu re per
v is it o r

$

T o ta l e x p e n d itu re s

$ 9 ,6 0 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0

2 4 .0 0

$

5 8.00

$ 1 ,8 8 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0

$

7 8.00

$9 3 6 ,0 0 0 .0 0

$

4 0.00

$ 1 5 0 ,8 0 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0

D ir e c t Income t o Montanans

D ir e c t income p e r d o l la r
sp e n t

$

.17

$

-20

$

.
-21

D ir e c t income g e n e ra te d
per v i s it o r

$

*.0 8

$

H .6 0

$

.
16-38

T o ta l d i r e c t income
g e n e ra ted

$ 1 ,6 3 2 ,0 0 0 .0 0

$

3 7 7 ,0 0 0 .0 0

$ 197 , 000.00

a

oo

$

-22

&
$

a an
8.8 0

$ 33 , 176, 000.00

S ources: Developed by th e a u th o rs based on u n p u b lis h e d d a ta fro m th e Montana D epartm ent o f
H ighw ays' P la n n in g and Research Bureau (H e le n a , M o n ta n a ), th e Montana F is h and Game Commission
(H e le n a , M o ntana), and d a ta p re s e n te d in ta b le 6.
N o te : Campers, fis h e rm e n , and h u n te rs a re in c lu d e d in th e average f o r a l l v i s i t o r s ,
who1e .
L ice n se fe e s a re e xc lu d e d

“ in c lu d e s wages, s a la r ie s , and p r o p r ie t o r s

taken as a
i ncomes.

dollar spent by the average tourist became direct
income to Montanans. Applied to the above es
timate of total expenditures, tourists accounted for
$33 million in direct wages, salaries, and
proprietory incomes. These figures are sum
marized in table 7.
The Montana Travel Study estimated that about
11 percent of the nonresident visitors in 1964 used
campgrounds.13 (This figure excludes those
camping outside established campground.) If

this proportion held in 1971, there were more
than 400,000 campers in established campgrounds.
Fragmented data from the Montana and Georgia
studies suggest the average expenditure by
campers to be about 60 percent of that for the
average tourist.14 Neither study indicates a
significant difference in the length of stay between
campers and all tourists (although camping parties
appear to be somewhat larger than average).
Therefore, $24 (0.60 x $40 = $24) is estimated to be

1JW allace and Blake, table 9, p. 28.

i4|bid., tables 46 and 49, pp. 90 and 94, derived. Keeling and Hein,
p. 23.
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the average expenditure per camper per visit.
Combining these figures implies total camper ex
penditures of about $9.6 million and direct Mon
tana income of about $1.6 million, as summarized
in table 7.
The Montana Fish and Game Commission
reports that about 177,500 nonresident fishing
licenses and 12,000 nonresident big game licenses
were sold during the 1971-72 fiscal year.15 We will
use the latter figure as our estimate of big game
hunters during 1971. The total nonresident fishing
licenses include about 145,000 which were valid for
only one day; we think these sales were to casual
fishermen who were in Montana for other reasons.
This leaves approximately 32,500 “ serious”
nonresident fishermen who purchased either sixday or season licenses.
Only fragmentary, unpublished data were
available on spending by nonresident fishermen
and hunters. From such information we speculate
that fishermen spent half again as much as average
tourists, or about $58 per visit, and hunters twice as
much, perhaps $78 per visit (both figures exclusive
of license fees). Combining these figures leads to
the conclusion that total expenditures and direct
Montana income from nonresident fishermen
were $1,885,000 and $377,000, respectively. The
corresponding estimates for big game hunters are
$936,000 and $197,000. These calculations are also
summarized in table 7.

Comparisons of the tourist and
wood products industries
With the information we have developed for the
tourist industry and comparable, published data for
the wood products industry, we can evaluate the
relative economic importance of tourism and
timber production within Montana. We compare
the direct income generated by each, their total
economic importance, and, finally, the characteris
tics of workers in the two industries.
Direct income from each contrasted
Out-of-state tourists contributed approximately
$33 million in direct income to Montanans in 1971.
The wood products industry is estimated to have
15M ontana Fish and Game Com m ission, unpublished data
(Helena, M ontana, 1974).
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created $81 million in direct income.16 This figure
excludes income generated by the U.S. Forest
Service and other government agencies serving the
forests or forest industries. Thus, wood products
contribute almost two and one-half times the direct
income that tourism does..
One way of dramatizing this difference is to point
out that, rather than the 3.8 million out-of-state
visitors in 1971, Montana would have needed to
attract 9.2 million if tourist income were to have
equalled income from wood products. The
implications of an increase in number of visitors of
this size on highway traffic, public campgrounds,
and one's favorite fishing hole are interesting to
contemplate.
16M ontana D epartm ent o f In tergovernm ental Relations,
Research and In fo rm a tion Systems Division (Helena,
M ontana), citin g U.S. D epartm ent o f Com m erce, Bureau o f
Economic Analysis, Regional Econom ic In fo rm a tio n System,
unpublished data (W ashington, D.C., 1974).
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Because employment and income in wood
products are affected by public policy with respect
to the amount of timber harvested, the inter
re la tio n s h ip s betw e en tim b e r harvest,
em ployment, and income are im portant
considerations. No one proposes that tourism
replace the wood products industry, but tradeoffs
between small timber harvests in local areas and
use of forests for outdoor recreation often must be
evaluated. An increase in the harvest may have one
effect if it occurs during an economic slump when
there are many unemployed Montanans who
could be put to work and quite a different effect if it
occurs during a boom period. Recognizing these
difficulties, two recent studies have estimated that a
change in Montana's timber harvest of 1 million
board feet is associated with a change of
approximately 5 jobs and $37,500 (in 1971 dollars) in
earnings in the wood products industry; that is, a
change of 1 million board feet of timber harvested
will lead to a change of $37,500 in direct income to
Montanans.17 To be consistent with our analysis of
the tourist industry, we have excluded payments by
the wood products industry to local government,
utilities, and other suppliers.
Given the data in table 7, we can calculate the
number of nonresident visitors required to match
the direct income generated by the processing of
1 million board feet of timber. For example, we
know the average tourist generates $8.80 of direct
income. Then,
nu m b e r o f average
tourists necessary
to generate $37,500
o f d ire c t incom e

=

$37,500
$8.80

=

4,260 average tourists.

17M axine C. Johnson, "W o o d Products in M o n ta n a ," M ontana
Business Q uarterly, Sum mer 1972, p. 37. Paul E. Polzin,
Economic Im pact o f Proposed T im ber M anagem ent
G uidelines (Missoula, M on ta n a : U.S. Forest Service, Regional
O ffice , 1973). The observant reader may have noticed th a t the
im pact fo r the w o o d products industry is fo r a change in
o u tp u t—w h ich econom ists call "m a rg in a l" analysis— w h ile the
analysis o f the to u ris t industry is in term s o f averages. There are
cu rre n tly n o data to estimate the d iffe re n ce betw een the
"m a rg in al” and average tourist. If a nything, this p rocedure
may underestim ate the im pact o n th e w o o d products industry.
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To find the total tourist expenditures necessary to
generate this direct income, we can either divide
$37,500 by $0.22 (the direct income per dollar
spent) or we can multiply 4,260 tourists by $40
(average total expenditure). In either case we learn
that roughly 4,260 average tourists must spend
about $170,000 to generate the same direct income
as that resulting from the harvesting and processing
of 1 million board feet of timber. Comparable
values have been calculated for the subgroups of
nonresident campers, fishermen, and hunters and
are displayed in table 8.
Throughout this study we have repeatedly
emphasized the rough nature of the data and the
frequent need to use "guesstimates" to fill in
crucial gaps. We certainly do not believe the figures
in table 8 to be anything more than rough
approximations. Even allowing for significant
errors in our estimates, however, we cannot help
but conclude that a significant increase in tourism is
needed to compensate for the loss of direct
Montana income due to only a moderate decline in
the timber harvest. A decrease of 130 million board
feet, 10 percent of the 1971 harvest, would require
an increase of approximately 554,000 average
tourists (4,260 x 130 = 553,800), about 15 percent of
the 1971 total, to compensate for the loss in direct
income.
The same 10 percent decline in the timber
harvest would require compensating increases of
297,700 hunters, or 419,900 fishermen, or 1,194,700
campers. When compared to the 1971 levels, these
figures represent a manyfold increase.

Multiplier effect computed
The direct income to Montanans from tourism and
wood products does not tell the whole story; it
creates further income as it is spent and respent
within the state. Economists use an income
multiplier to denote the change in total income
due to a $1 change in direct income. Unfortunately,
due to numerous technical difficulties, income
multipliers cannot be estimated with precision and
must be interpreted with caution. Recognizing
these problems, a recent study estimated a $1
change in direct income will change total personal
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Table 8
Relationships Between Direct Income from Tourism and Wood Products in Montana
1971
Nonresident Visitors
Campers

Fishermen

Hunters

All Visitors
(Average)

Nonresident expenditures required to
generate the same amount o f
d ir e c t income generated by
1 MMBF o f tim ber ...........................

$221,000

$188,000

$178,000

$170,000

Number o f v is it o r s required to
generate the same amount o f
d ir e c t income generated by
1 MMBF o f tim ber3 ........................

9,190

3,230

2,290

J»,260

Percentage o f t o t a l nonresident
v is it o r s i n 1971 . . ....................
Amount o f tim ber required to
generate the same amount o f
d ire c t income generated by
nonresident v is it o r s in
1971

2.3

M MMBF

9.9

19.1

10 MMBF

5 MMBF

o .l

885 MMBF

Sources: Developed by the authors based on unpublished data presented in ta b le s 6 and 7, and data re
ported by Maxine C. Johnson in "Wood Products in Montana," Montana Business Q u a rte rly , V o l. 10, No. 2
(Summer 1972), p. 37 and Paul E. P o lz in , Economic Impact o f Proposed Timber Management G uidelines
(M issoula, Montana: U.S. Forest S ervice, Regional O ffic e , 1973).
Notes: Campers, fisherm en, and hunters are included in the averages fo r a l l nonresident v is it o r s , taken
as a whole. D ire c t income includes wages, s a la rie s , and p ro p r ie to r s ' income to Montanans,
a

Based on average expenditures and numbers o f v is it o r s reported in ta b le 7.
Total annual tim ber harvest in Montana during 1971 was about 1,300 m illio n board fe e t.

income in Montana by about $3.09—an income
multiplier of 3.09.18
Earlier we estimated that all tourism created
about $33 million in direct income. Applying the
income multiplier to this figure suggests that
directly and indirectly tourism was responsible for
about $102 million in personal income to
Montanans. Using the same procedure and the $81
million in direct income attributable to the forest
industries implies that timber harvesting was
directly and indirectly associated with about $250
’ "Johnson, p. 31.

million in personal income to Montanans.
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis estimates
that total personal income in Montana was
approximately $2,525 million in 1971.19 Thus, the
$102 million created directly and indirectly by
tourism represented about 4 percent of the total.
Correspondingly, the $250 million associated with
the wood products industry was about 10 percent
of total personal income. Thus, the contribution of
the wood products industry to Montana's personal
19U.S. D epartm ent o f C om m erce, Bureau o f Econom ic Analysis,
Regional Economics In fo rm a tio n System, u n p ub lishe d data
(W ashington, D.C., 1974).
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income (excluding government forestry activities)
is more than twice that of out-of-state tourists.20
It’s not that simple: other considerations
The previous sections have compared the tourist
and wood products industries only in terms of their
contribution to personal income. We have
suggested that in terms of aggregate income to
Montanans decreases in one could be com
pensated by increases in the other. But there are
other implications of such a tradeoff that deserve
attention. The wood products and tourist industries
have little in common: they employ different
workers, require dissimilar skills, and pay unequal
wages. A change in one, even if compensated by an
appropriate increase or decrease in the other,
would have repercussions throughout the
economy. The data in table 9 show that, during
1971, wood products workers earned an average of

Table 9
Average Annual Earnings of Wage and
Salary Workers
in Selected Industries, Montana
1971
Industry
Wood products
(SIC 08, 24, 25, 26)a
Hotels, motels, and
lodging places (SIC 70)
Eating and drinking
places (SIC 58)
Food stores (SIC 54)
Amusements, except motion
pictures (SIC 79)

Average Annual
Earnings
$8,300
3,300
3,200
5,400
3,600

Source: Montana Department of Intergovernmental Relations,
Research and Information Systems Division (Helena, M on
tana), citing U.S. Bureau o f Economic Analysis, Regional
Economics Information System, unpublished data (Wash
ington, D.C., 1974).
SIC refers to the standard industrial classification used by
the U.S. Department of Labor.
a Includes forestry; logging, sawmills, planing mills, millwork, and miscellaneous wood products; furniture and fix
tures; and paper and allied products.

“ Notice that this conclusion is n o t affected by th e exact value o f
the incom e m u ltip lie r.
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$8,300 per year.21 None of the categories we have
identified as oriented toward tourism come close
to this figure. In fact, workers in lodging places and
eating and drinking places, the establishments
most closely associated with tourist spending,
averaged about $3,300 per year. Employees in food
stores and amusement places fared slightly
better—averaging $5,400 and $3,600 per year,
respectively—but still far short of the average pay in
wood products.
Most jobs in wood products are filled by males,
while tourist-oriented industries tend to employ a
large proportion of women. Table 10 reports that 96
percent of the workers in wood products in 1970
were male. Among industries catering to tourists,
only gasoline service stations, with about 91
percent male, approach this figure. In lodging
places and restaurants, 70 percent of the employees
are women. To some extent, the greater proportion
of females explains a portion of the lower earnings
in tourist-oriented positions. But, more important,
it suggests that wood products and tourist jobs are
filled by different people with different skills.
Employees in wood products tend to work more
weeks per year than those in tourist-related
industries. The data in table 10 show that during
1969 about 63 percent of the experienced labor
force employed in wood products worked 50 to 52
weeks. Of those remaining, 29 percent worked
from 27 to 49 weeks and 8 percent worked less than
26 weeks. Among tourist industries, food stores and
gasoline service stations had slightly higher
proportions working year-round, 67 and 65
percent, respectively. But, they also had a greater
share working less than half of the year. Year-round
employees constitute even a smaller share of the
total in the other industries that cater, at least in
part, to out-of-state tourists.
Both the wood products and the tourist industry
are distinctly seasonal. Figure 1 presents monthly
employment for the wood products and selected
tourist-oriented industries during 1971. Data for
21W e earlier stated that a change o f 1 m illio n board feet o f tim ber
harvest w o u ld change w o o d products earnings by $37,500 and
5 workers— im plying earnings o f $7,500 p e r w orker. This figure
refers to "m a rg in a l” w orkers, those added o r laid o ff due to
changes in the tim b e r harvest. The $8,300 per year is an average
fo r all w ood products workers.
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Table 10
Proportion of Employees in Selected Montana Industries
by Sex and Number of Weeks Worked
1970
(P e rce n ta g e o f T o ta l

E m p lo yee s)

N u m b e r o f W eeks W o rk e d in 1969a
50-52
27-49
1-26
W eeks
W eeks
W eeks

Em ployed in 1970
M ale
Female

Wood p r o d u c t s

H o t e l s and l o d g i n g
p la c e s
E a t i n g and d r i n k i n g
p la c e s
Food s t o r e s
G e n e ra l m e r c h a n d is e
s to re s
G a s o lin e s e r v ic e
s ta tio n s

Source:

Lat'uon:

^

63

29

8

30

70

52

22

26

30

70

M

51*

46

67

25
17

31
16

29

71

60

21

19

91

9

65

)8
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D e p a r tm e n t o f Commerce, B u re a u o f t h e C e n s u s , U.S. Census o f Popu1970 , D e ta ile d C h a r a c t e r i s ti c s 3 M ontana , P C ( l ) - D 2 8 ( W a s h i n g t o n , D . C . :

U .S .

U .S . Governm ent P r i n t i n g
and 2 8 - 4 2 4 .
D e riv e d .
a

96

The d a t a p e r t a i n

O ffic e ,

197 2),

ta b le s

to th e e x p e rie n c e d c i v i l i a n

185 and 185, p p .

la b o r

28-42 1, 28-423.

fo rc e .

b
In c lu d e s
p ro d u c ts ;

l o g g i n g , s a w m i l l s , p l a n i n g m i l l s , m i l l w o r k , and m i s c e l l a n e o u s wood
f u r n i t u r e and f i x t u r e s ; and p a p e r and a l l i e d p r o d u c t s .

one year must be interpreted with caution because
they have not been corrected for the general
upward trend in employment, and seasonality
varies from year to year in response to the weather
and economic conditions. Nevertheless, the
variation appears to be greater for the touristoriented industries. The seasonal low for the wood
products industry is usually during the first half of
the year, especially in the spring when many roads
are impassable. All of the tourist industries show a
distinct peak during the summer travel season; this

is particularly noticeable for eating and drinking
places and hotels, motels, and lodging places. Only
a small share of total sales by food stores are to
tourists, and this probably accounts for the
moderate seasonal variation in their employment.
In addition to working fewer weeks per year,
there is some evidence that employees in touristoriented industries also work fewer hours per
week. The Montana Department of Labor and
Industry reports that during 1971 workers in
manufacturing (which includes wood products)
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averaged 39.8 hours per week. The average weekly
hours for wholesale and retail trade workers was
36.0 and for services the average was 34.6 hours.22
In summary, we could describe the average
wood products employee as male, earning about
$8,300 in wages and salaries in 1971, and working for
most of the year (but with some seasonal layoffs).23
In contrast, the typical employee serving tourists is
more likely to be female, earning about one-half to
two-thirds of that salary in 1971 and working fewer
weeks per year and fewer hours per week. These
characteristics do not make tourist jobs inherently
undesirable; in fact, they may be very attractive to
“ M ontana D epartm ent o f Labor and Industry, “ Hours and
Earnings Series by M o n th s ," M ontana Labor M arket,
Supplem ent II (Helena, M ontana, 1973), p. 37.
“ Also see Richard L. P orterfield, A P rofile o f Forestry
Em ployment in M ontana, 1975 (U.S. D epartm ent o f
A g ricu ltu re , Forest Service Research Paper INT-172,
Interm ountain Forest and Range Experim ent Station, O gden,
Utah), in press.

working wives, students, or others. But the
differences between the wood products and tourist
industries suggest that a substantial shift from one
to the other would create severe disruptions in
Montana's labor market. Simply matching income
decreases with corresponding increases in other
industries does not tell the whole story; the jobs
created might not fit the needs, desires, or
qualifications of the unemployed.
A final word
Throughout this study we have relied on outdated
primary information for Montana, more current
information from other states, and even judicious
guesses. We would be the first to admit that our
figures are not precise and should be interpreted
with caution. Yet, there are a number of findings
which would be relatively insensitive to even
significant errors in our derived data.

Source: M ontana D epartm ent o f Labor and Industry. Employees o f M ontana N o n a g ricu ltu ral Payrolls, 1971. Suppl. 1,
Helena, M ontana, 1973.

Figure 1. Monthly Employment in the Montana Tourist and Timber Industries, 1971
(S.I.C. = Standard Industrial Classification)
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1. Simply looking at total expenditures of
nonresident tourists leads one to dramatically
overestimate the number of dollars which end up
in the pockets of Montanans. Based on the data
presented here, we believe that between $0.20and
$0.25 of the average nonresident tourist dollar
becomes direct income to residents of the state.
Further, because of different expenditure patterns,
the dollars spent by motel- and restaurantdependent tourists contribute more to the direct
income of Montanans than do equal numbers of
dollars spent by outdoor-oriented tourists, such as
campers, hunters, and fishermen.
2. Timber harvesting and tourism have been
viewed by some as competing uses of Montana's
resources. We calculated the number of tourists
that would be needed to offset the direct income
loss to Montanans from reductions in the timber
harvest. In each case we examined, a very large
increase in tourism would be required. Thus, we
conclude that, for all practical purposes, the state
could not generate sufficient growth in tourism to
counterbalance even moderate declines in timber
harvesting.
3. We should not be misinterpreted. We are not
saying that current levels of tourism and recreation
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are not important to Montana's economy. If our
rough figures are at all accurate, out-of-state
visitors directly and indirectly created over $100
million in personal income for Montanans. Rather,
we simply wish to emphasize that it would require
very large increases in the number of visitors and
tourist expenditures to have a significant impact on
Montana's economy.
4. Further examination of the tourist and wood
products industries revealed that simply trading
timber harvesting for increased tourism, even if
successful in generating equivalent income, may
not be desirable. There are simply too many subtle
differences in secondary economic consequences
and in the nature of the jobs in the two industries.
5. A comprehensive study of Montana's tourist
industry is needed. The most recent information is
over ten years old. We believe the values used in
this study are acceptable given the context within
which they were used. But, no one knows better
than we the uncomfortable feeling of having only
out-of-date or slightly inappropriate data. Such a
study need not be limited to the aspects considered
here but could provide reliable answers to many
questions concerning the role of tourism in
Montana’s economy.
□
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POTENTIAL USES FOR WOOD
RESIDUES IN THE NORTHERN
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
richard p.wit hycombe

Richard P. Withycombe is Assistant
Professor of Management in the School of
Business Administration, University of
Montana, Missoula.

W o o d residues have always been with us, but it is
only recently that attention has focused on them
throughout the country. Wood residues occur as a
by-product of primary wood processing, as logging
residues, and as substandard timber from disease,
fire, or other natural causes. Some of the residues
present disposal problems which must be dealt
with. Others, such as the substandard timber, are
not a present problem but are a potentially
valuable natural resource that is not being utilized.
This paper presents a summary of research into
the economics of utilizing these wood residues for
manufactured products such as particleboard or
woodpulp in the Northern Rocky Mountain
region. The study has been sponsored by the Forest
Sciences Laboratory, Intermountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, and has been
conducted during the past two years as a joint
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project of the Forest Sciences Laboratory and the
University of Montana Bureau of Business and
Economic Research.1

Wood residues: sources and uses
Residual wood can be roughly defined as any wood
fiber that is not used for the manufacture of lumber
or plywood. In the Northern Rocky Mountain
region, the three primary sources of wood residuals
are: m ill residuals, logging residuals, and
unmerchantable timber.
’The material on particleboard pro d u ctio n included in this
paper has been excerpted from a m ore detailed report available
from the Interm ountain Forest and Range Experiment Station,
O gden, Utah, o r from the University o f M ontana Bureau o f
Business and Economic Research. The report is The O u tlo o k for
Particleboard M anufacture in the N o rth e rn Rocky M ountain
Region.
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Mills residuals (often called millwaste) are those
portions of the log which are left over after the
primary manufacturing process. The nature and
volumes of the residual materials will vary
considerably between lumber and plywood
manufacture and even between mills of the same
type. The residuals from lumber manufacture are
generally sorted into four categories: bark, rough
residues suitable for pulp chips, dry shavings, and
sawdust. Plywood manufacture also produces bark
and pulp chips, but no shavings or sawdust.
Plywood manufacture instead results in a
considerable amount of dry trim which includes
some glue and so is less suitable for other uses.
Logging residue results from the logging process,
which includes roadbuilding as well as the actual
logging. The residue consists of tops, limbs, and any
stems which have been cut but are not hauled out
of the woods. The quantity of logging residue will
vary enormously with the type of logging and the
characteristics of the timber stand. Selective
logging of large, healthy trees will result in a
residue of some tops and limbs in a quantity which
seems insignificant in relation to the volume of
wood hauled out. Clearcutting in overmature or
very small timber, however, can result in vast
amounts of residue. Logging residue presents a
dual problem. Much of the material appears to be
perfectly good wood fiber that could be used for
products other than lumber or plywood, so that
leaving it in the forest represents the loss of a
natural resource. The residue also presents a
disposal problem, as it is unsightly and may pose a
severe fire threat if left as is at the completion of the
logging operation.
Unmerchantable timber consists of trees that are
not suitable for saw logs, but may be usable as a
source of wood fiber. This wood has been labeled
5-D* by the Hoerner-Waldorf Corporation,
meaning trees that are Dead, Dying, Down,
Diseased, or Defective. This 5-D material exists
independent of logging and is highly variable,
ranging from almost no 5-D material in healthy
stands to nearly 100 percent of all timber in some
areas. Although the 5-D wood occurs naturally, it
usually is not available unless the area is opened for

logging since the value of the 5-D wood is too low
to support road building.
Wood residues are no longer called wood waste
because much of the material is now used, and so is
not really wasted. Most residues that are eventually
used go to one of three uses: pulp and paper, panel
products such as particle- or fiberboard, or
industrial fuel. There are also many miscellaneous
uses such as home heating, landscaping and garden
mulch, and bedding for livestock; but these other
uses account for relatively small volumes.
Of the three major users of wood residuals, the
pulp and paper industry consumes the largest
volume and probably represents the greatest
potential for growth. The use of wood residuals as a
primary source of pulp fiber is a relatively recent
development in the Northwest. Prior to World War
II, most pulp mills used chips made from green
roundwood cut especially for their use. In 1947,
pulp mills in Washington and Oregon obtained 92
percent of their material from roundwood and only
8 percent from residuals. By 1972, the proportions
had nearly been reversed to only 16 percent
roundwood and 84 percent residuals.2 Most new
mills have been built to operate exclusively on
residual sources.
Residues to be used for pulping must be
processed into chips, which usually means that the
bark must be removed and the wood cut into chips
while still green. M ill residue suitable for chipping
comes mostly from slash and edgings in lumber
mills and green veneer trim or peeler cores in
plywood mills. Dry shavings or trim from dried
lumber and veneer can be used for pulping, but the
resulting pulp quality is lower, so they are generally
not used. Some green sawdust may be used along
with the chips by those mills designed to use it, but
the pulping of sawdust is not widespread.
Particleboard, fiberboard, and related products
are relatively new large-scale users of wood
residues. Particleboard production has from the
beginning been based on the use of low-cost
residual materials. The industry in the United States
is relatively new, having grown from a total volume
of 0.25 billion square feet (34-inch basis) in 1960 to

*Registration o f tradem ark applied for.

2Gene C. M eye r, "W est Coast Fiber Supply: Present and Future
T rends," Pulp a n d Paper, January 1974, pp. 76-77.
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There are exceptions to the rule, of course. In
situations where there are unusually large
concentrations of wood residues, or where the
energy can be utilized as steam without being
converted to electricity, wood residues become an
economical source of energy. Most pulp mills, and
some plywood and lumber mills, supply much of
their energy requirement with wood residues. The
most notable example is in Eugene, Oregon, where
the Eugene Water and Electric Board for many years
has operated a wood-fired generating facility. The
Eugene area has no parallel in the Northwest, with
such a dense concentration of primary wood
processing plants in a small area.4
3.5 billion in 1974.3 Although particleboard can be
made from virtually any source of fiber, the
preferred material is dry planer shavings. New
particleboard plants have been built wherever
there were concentrations of dry mill residues, and
it is expected that the rapid expansion of
particleboard production will continue to the point
that virtually all available shavings in the United
States will be committed to use. This should occur
w ith in this decade, at w h ich tim e the
manufacturers of particleboard and hardboard will
be looking to other sources of supply, such as
logging residues or 5-D wood.
Power generation would seem to be an excellent
use for wood residue, especially in view of the
recent energy crunch, but it appears that it is not
likely to become a large-scale application. The
reasons for a lack of activity are economic, not
technical. Wood is a good fuel; it has a relatively
high heat value, is easy to handle, and may present
fewer pollution problems than most fossil fuels.
Power generation, however, requires a large
capacity to produce electricity at a reasonable
efficiency, which of course requires large fuel
supplies. Wood residues tend to be spread over
fairly large areas, so that the cost of transporting the
wood to the power plant becomes high and the
total cost of the power much higher than that
which can be obtained from conventional sources.
3U.S. D epartm ent o f A g ric u ltu re , Forest Service, The O u tlo o k
fo r Tim ber in the U n ite d States, Forest Resource Report No. 20
(W ashington, D.C.: G overnm ent Printing O ffice , 1973), p. 186.
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Particleboard manufacture
Particleboard is a product well suited to utilize
wood residuals, and we can expect that within the
next few years nearly all sources of dry millwaste
(shavings) within the Northern Rocky Mountain
area will be used. The full usage of dry millwaste in
this area is simply an extension of a process of
development that began several years ago and is
now in full stride. One of the earliest particleboard
mills is in Sandpoint, Idaho, but most of the
developments are recent. The plant in Missoula,
Montana, is only a few years old; one in Columbia
Falls started production only last year; Post Falls,
Idaho, is just now starting; and a projected plant for
Bonner, Montana, is in the planning stage. It
appears fairly certain that several more plants will
be located in the area to make use of the available
mill residue, but it is impossible to say exactly
where or when.
Once the easily collected dry millwastes are
committed to use, further expansion of
particleboard manufacture in the region will be
dependent on other sources of supply, such as
logging residue or 5-D wood. Before attempting to
predict when (or if) that will occur, we must first
4The conclusions presented in these tw o paragraphs are taken,
w ith thanks, from : John B. Grantham and others. Energy and
Raw M aterial Potentials o f W ood Residue in the Pacific Coast
States, U.S. D epartm ent o f A g ricu ltu re , Forest Service, General
Technical Report PNW-18 (Portland, O regon: Pacific
Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station, 1974).
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take a closer look at particleboard—its markets, its
manufacturing requirements, and the forces which
influence the pattern of growth in the industry.

Particleboard, fiberboard, and hardboard
The three classifications of panel products made
from wood fiber—particleboard, fiberboard, and
hardboard—are closely related. They use the same
raw materials and may satisfy the same end uses.
Particleboard is formed from small chips, flakes, or
splinters of wood, whereas both fiberboard and
hardboard use wood that is separated into small,
flexible fibers. In addition, the three are often

differentiated according to the density of the
finished product. Fiberboard is from about 12 to 31
pounds per cubic foot, hardboard is 32 to 70
pounds, and particleboard is somewhere in
between, at about 35 to 55 pounds. To add to the
confusion, a new product called medium density
fiberboard (MDF) uses wood fibers similar to
hardboard, but is produced in the same densities as
particleboard and is sold in the particleboard
market channels. To help simplify things, all will be
referred to only as particleboard, as it is the largest
user of wood residues and appears to be growing
the fastest of the three. It should be understood
that most of the discussion that follows would apply
equally well to fiberboard or hardboard.

U S D epartm ent o f Com m erce Bureau o f th e Census, C u rre n t In d ustria l Reports, Particleboard, Series
MA-24L (W ashington, D.C.: Industry D ivision, Bureau o f the Census).

Figure 1. Actual and projected particleboard production in the United States, 1965-1985
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Growth of the industry: past and future
In attempting to assess the potential for
particleboard manufacture in any area, it must be
recognized that it is a national market that must be
considered, not a local one. All areas of the country
that have suitable raw materials already produce
more than enough to satisfy local or regional
needs, so that any additional output would be
going to areas which have no production, such as
the East Coast, the Midwest, and the Southwest.
International trade has been negligible and can be
ignored for the near future.
The total particleboard production for the
United States for the period 1965 to 1974 is shown in
figure 1, along with several possible projections of
future production. The upper and lower lines are
extensions of the pattern of the past ten years made
by using different techniques. The upper line is an
extension of the percentage rate of growth which
has averaged about 18 percent per year for the tenyear period. A continuation of the 18 percent
growth rate would result in a total output of 5.2
billion square feet in 1975 and 9.6 billion by 1980.
The lower line is an extension of a constant amount
of growth, rather than a percentage growth. Linear
regression was used to estimate the average
growth, which was 0.33 billion square feet per year.
Continued constant growth would result in total
production of 3.87 billion square feet in 1975 and
5.5 billion in 1985.
Both of these extensions are reasonable
techniques for forecasting, but they yield very
different forecasts. For any product or industry that
is still in its rapid expansion stage and still
penetrating new market areas, the continued
percentage growth (upper line) would be the
better forecast. If, however, there are no significant
new markets or uses for particleboard, then the
constant growth (lower line) would be more likely
to be correct.
Most of the current production of particleboard
goes to one of three uses: residential floor
underlayment, mobile home decking, or industrial
use. The production is divided into approximately
one-half underlayment grade (both residential and
mobile home) and one-half industrial. The
underlayment segment of the particleboard
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market is probably approaching saturation, so that
continued growth in the area will be tied closely to
changes in the housing industry. The industrial
segment, however, is still growing rapidly,
primarily because particleboard is being used in
many new applications. A fourth major use for
particleboard is expected to develop within the
next ten years in applications requiring high
structural strength (where plywood is now used).
Structural uses for particleboard are presently a
small part of the market, but with the new products
designed for greater strength, and with possible
shortages or high prices of lumber and plywood,
they could be a major factor by 1985.
It appears that the underlayment segment of the
particleboard market should see a continued
constant growth, and the industrial segment, which
is still growing rapidly, should have a continued
percentage increase; so that the total demand for
particleboard will be somewhere between the two
lines shown in figure 1.
Table 1 summarizes the actual and forecast
production of particleboard through 1980, along
with a projection of the number of particleboard
plants needed to produce the anticipated output.
The projected number of plants reflects a trend
toward larger sizes for new plants. During the early
sixties, the typical particleboard plant produced
about 30 million square feet of board annually. By
1974, the size of a typical new plant had increased to
about 100-million annual capacity.
Plant location
The thirty to forty new particleboard plants that will
be needed in the United States during the next five
years may be located anywhere, but we can predict
the most likely areas by examining the past patterns
of location and the requirements that must be met
for new plants.
Particleboard got its real start in Europe, where
most of the early development in both products
and equipment was made. The European
developments were spurred by the need to satisfy
the large demand for panel products with a very
limited wood resource. In 1969, European
consumption of particleboard was 8.9 million cubic
meters, compared to 3.0 for the United States, and
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Table 1
Actual and Projected Particleboard Production in the United States
1965-1980
(billion square feet, %-inch basis)
Actual
Year
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Production
.800
1.000
1.150
1.425
1.700
1.760
2.460
3.120
3.583
3.428

Forecast
Number of
Plants
NA*
NA
NA
NA
NA
55
59
62
63
65

Year

Production

Num ber of
Plants

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

4.3
5.0
5.8
6.7
7.7
8.8

72
79
86
94
103
113

Actual p ro d u ctio n source: U.S. D epartm ent o f Com m erce, Bureau o f th e Census,
Current Industrial Reports, Particleboard, Series M A-24L (W ashington, D.C.: Industry Division,
Bureau o f the Census).
•Denotes figures n o t available.

although the U.S. market is growing more rapidly, it
will be some time before the two are equal.
The rapid development of production in the
United States appears to have been a result not of a
demand for the product, but the need to utilize
wood wastes. In the early 1950s, U.S. particleboard
manufacturers perfected techniques for utilizing
dry planer shavings. These planer shavings had
presented serious disposal problems, but
particleboard presented a way to get rid of them
without pollution, and even to make a small profit.
The first wave of development was located close to
available supplies of dry shavings, in western
Oregon. The Willamette Valley in Oregon has the
greatest concentration of lumber mills in the
country, and during the 1950s and early 1960s the
same area also had the majority of the nation's
particleboard plants. Oregon is about as far from
the major markets as possible, however, so that the
resurgence of the wood products industry in the
Southern Pine region was quickly followed by an
expansion of particleboard manufacture in the
South. By 1972, about 95 percent of the U.S.
particleboard production was split evenly between

the Southern Pine states, with no real
concentration, and the Far West, mostly in Oregon.
The pattern of expansion has clearly been to locate
close to supplies of dry millwaste, with closeness of
markets being a second but important factor. We
can expect this pattern to continue as long as there
is unused dry millwaste anywhere in the country.
Table 2 contains estimates of the amount of fine
softwood millwaste (shavings and sawdust) that
should be available in 1980, estimated from data
collected in 1970. The last column of table 2 shows
estimates of the number of particleboard plants
that could be built to utilize the available millwaste.
The fifteen new plants are only about half of the
number that will be required to satisfy the
projected demand. We can safely predict two
consequences of this apparent misfit: first, all
readily accessible supplies of fine millwaste will be
used for production within the next five or six
years; and, second, additional expansion in
particleboard manufacture will be forced to use
something other than millwaste as a primary raw
material.
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The material for MDF is processed at elevated
temperature and pressure, which softens the wood
and results in a finer, more fibrous particle. The
fibers are then dried and blended as with
particleboard, but formation of the mat requires
different techniques because of the light, fluffy
nature of the material. Most (but not all) MDF is
made as a homogeneous board, that is, with no
difference in the material on the face and in the
core.
MDF has a smooth face (comparable to good
industrial particleboard), good strength, and
superior edge machinability, which makes it an
excellent panel for furniture manufacturing.
Perhaps the most important effect of the pressure
refining, however, is that almost any wood furnish
will make a good board. Ordinary particleboard
can also use many materials, but the processing
costs and board quality may suffer. Hardwoods are

Alternate board products and raw materials
Expansion of particleboard production may be
accomplished by using alternate raw materials such
as logging residues to produce standard par
ticleboard, but there will probably be some
significant changes in the types of products made.
Of the possible new products, the two that appear
to have the greatest potential impact are structural
particleboard and medium density fiberboard
(MDF).
The essential difference between the usual
shavings-type particleboard and MDF lies in the
preparation of the material. Particleboard furnish is
processed at ambient temperatures and pressures
through refiners that reduce the material to
particles of the desired size and shape. The particles
are then dried, mixed with adhesives and wax, and
formed into a mat, usually with finer material on
the face and coarser material in the center.

Table 2
Estimated Supplies of Fine Softwood Mill Wastes Available for Particleboard
1970 and 1980
(5)

Area

South
P acific Northwest
Douglas F ir
P acific Northwest
Ponderosa Pine
C alifornia
North Rocky Mountain
South Rocky Mountain

(1)
Unused Fine1
Residues from
Lumber and
Plywood, 1970
(1,000 cubic
feet)

117,580

(2)
From Mills
with O ver
25 M illion
Board Feet
Capacity
(percent)

64

(3)
Estimated as
Available for
Board Manufacturing, 1970
(percent)

SO

(4)
Estimated
Increase or
Decrease,
1970-1980
(percent)

57,883

90

SO

-8

23,686
83,298
60,187
30,711

90
90
90
90

SO

-8
- 8

45,150
..
23,964
„
9,806
34,485

+6

23,709

50

SO
SO

+20

+ 6

Total

(6)

Unused Waste
Available for
Board
Manufacturing,
%-inch Basis
(1,000 (million
cubic
square
feet)
feet)

14,649

.„
240
„Q
345

2«b
— [46
' *569

(7)
Number of
Plants, 1980,
at 100 M illion
Square Feet
Per pl«n*

4524.5
„ ,
2.4
, .
3-5

2.9

JL-JL
| | | |

Sources: Columns 1 and 4: U.S. Department o f A griculture, Forest Service, The Outlook fo r
in the
United States, Forest Resource Report No. 20 (Washington, D.C.: Government P rinting O ffice, 19731, P- 299Column 2: Herb Lambert, "1972 Lumber Production," Forest Industries| May 29, 1973, P- 12.
Fine m ill wastes are sawdust and planer shavings from primary processing plants.
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especially difficult to work with, and some species
of softwoods are also less suitable. Part of the
western dominance in particleboard comes from
the ease with which high quality industrial board
can be made from ponderosa pine and Douglas fir
which are found only in the western states. There
has thus been a tendency for the western plants to
produce more of the industrial board and the
southern plants to specialize in underlayment
grades.
As a result of the capability of the MDF process
for making high quality industrial board from
hardwoods and southern softwood, much of the
growth in MDF production can be expected to
occur close to the major markets in the South and
Midwest. As usual, millwaste, which otherwise
constitutes a disposal problem and is therefore very
low cost, will be the preferred material.
Structural particleboard is less well-defined as a
product than is MDF, but its eventual impact may
be much greater. Structural board is loosely
defined as any panel made of wood fiber or particle
that is produced to yield strength and weathering
characteristics that will make it acceptable for
structural applications that now use plywood or
solid wood. There is presently no general
agreement as to how such a board should be
produced, or exactly what characteristics it should
have.
A structural board called “ Aspenite” has been
produced in Canada for some years, and has been
accepted by the building authorities there as a
substitute for plywood in most residential
construction applications. In the United States a
particleboard called “ Redex,” which is produced
in California, has some special use approvals, and a
plant in Minnesota has just started production of a
product similar to Aspenite. All three of these
products attain the required strength by using a
large, thin flake material and the necessary weather
resistance by using a phenolic resin binder in place
of the usual urea resin.
There are several other possible methods of
obtaining greater strength, such as aligning the
fiber or flakes in one direction, combining a
particle core with aligned or crisscrossed fiber in
the face, or using a particle core with a wood
veneer surface. Whatever form eventually emerges
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as the best for a structural board, there are two
major marketing hurdles the product must clear:
the reluctance of builders to switch to a new
material, and full acceptance by regulatory
agencies and building codes.
The rate of growth in the structural board market
is difficult to predict because there is almost no
history to use as a guide. Projections made for the
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station are:
Structural Board Demand
(million square feet)
1975
1980
1985

155
820
2,975

At a size of about 80-100 million square feet per
plant, this forecast translates to two plants in 1975
and ten in 1980. We can expect to see only one or
two new plants in the next two years and seven or
eight more by 1980, which is not a large growth
compared with what is expected in standard
particleboard and MDF.

The economics of particleboard
production in the
Northern Rocky M ountain region
Cost estimates for both capital and operating
expenses have been obtained from three sources:
published materials, detailed feasibility studies for
prospective plants, and actual costs provided by
operating plants. The published costs are from
several sources and are indicated in figure 2.
Detailed estimated costs were provided by
Columbia Engineering of Vancouver, British
Columbia.
The various estimates obtained were made over a
time interval of ten years, so all were converted to
1973 dollars by use of the implicit price deflator for
producers' durable equipment as published in the
Survey of Current Business.
Capital cost estimates
The various capital cost estimates have been
converted from total plant costs to cost per square
foot of annual capacity, and are shown on figure 2.
There is a definite relationship between the capital
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□ James R. Gray, M oham m ed A. A. El Saadi, and Cara W . Curtis, Econom ic Feasibility o f a Particleboard Industry in N ew M exico,
New M exico State University A g ricu ltu ra l Experiment Station B ulletin 569 (Las Cruces: New M exico State Umyereity, 19 ).
■ Harry A. Raddin, “ The Economics o f the System Producing Dry Process M e d iu m Density Fiberboard, Proceedings.
Particleboard Symposium (Pullman: W ashington State University, 1970).
.
,
m iD n iinnnO Peter Vajda, “ The Economics o f Particleboard M anufacture Revisited, Proceedings: Particleboard Symposium (Pullman.
W ashington State University, 1970).
_
d f|§ _
• Colum bia Engineering International Ltd., “ Economic Feasibility Studies (Vancouver, B.C.: unpublished).
▼ Actual costs o f western particleboard plants, collected by the author.

Figure 2. Particleboard Capital Costs According to Annual Plant Capacity
cost and the size of the plant. The expected capital
costs for various plant sizes are:
Plant Size
Annual Capacity
(million square feet)

Expected Cost
per Square Foot
of Annual Capacity
(1973 dollars)

40
60
80
90

$.137
.126
.114
.108

Total
Capital Cost
(1973 dollars)

Standard Error
of Estimate

$5,480,000
7,560,000
9,120,000
9,720,000

$432,000 ±
642,000 ±
864,000 ±
990,000 ±
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The standard error shown in the last column is
one standard deviation from the averaged line,
which means that we could expect about a twothirds chance that the total cost of an actual plant of
the size shown would be within the standard error.
It should be noted that these data include several
MDF plants in addition to ordinary particleboard
plants. If these MDF plants are excluded, virtually
the same results are obtained. It appears that MDF
plants cost about the same as particleboard plants,
although some of the costs of individual equipment
are quite different.
An economic life of ten years has been assumed
for the entire capital investment. This is a rough
average, for some of the equipment will be
depreciated much faster or slower. Ten years is the
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most commonly used estimated life in the various
published feasibility studies. It represents an
estimate of the expected economic life of the plant
rather than the physical life. The cost of the land
cannot be depreciated, but since it represents less
than one percent of the total capital cost it has not
been separated from the other investments.
Operating cost estimates
The operating expenses are divided, for analysis,
into the costs of material, which will vary directly
with the volume of production; variable operating
expenses such as labor, which will be partially
dependent on volume; and fixed operating costs,
which depend primarily on plant size.
Material costs. Particleboard contains only three
materials: wood particles, resin binder, and a wax
emulsion added to control moisture absorption.
There are no significant indirect materials, such as
water or processing chemicals, consumed in the
production process.
Most plants expect to pay about $6 per ton, dry
weight, for shavings. This price has been quite
stable for some time and does not change as much
as does the price of particleboard. It is apparently
the price necessary to induce the mills producing
the waste materials to collect them separately from
other wastes and to provide loading facilities. Of
equal importance to the price paid for material is
the cost of transporting it to the manufacturing
plant. Transportation is nearly always by truck. Even
though large volumes are often involved, rail
transport is seldom used, primarily because of
difficulty in unloading. Most board mills have a
truck dump for tipping the entire shavings trailer to
dump the material, but have no facilities for
unloading rail cars.
The cost of transportation will depend on the
distance, the type of loading/unloading facilities,
and the type of truck. On short hauls of 20 miles or
less a tractor with single trailer is generally used
which holds 17 units, or 20.4 tons dry weight. For
larger hauls a truck-trailer combination with a
combined capacity of 23 units, or 27.6 tons, is used.
Assuming that three-fourths of the material will be
carried in short hauls at an average distance of 20
miles, and one-fourth in long hauls of 100 miles, the
average cost (1973 dollars) is $2.20 per ton.
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The costs of resin and wax emulsion are
extremely volatile and are rising sharply, as are all
petroleum-based chemicals. During the early
summer of 1973, the average prices were $0.75 per
pound for urea-formaldehyde resin, and $.05 per
pound for wax emulsion, based on the weight of
solids. (Both are produced and used as a liquid.)
Average usage is 6 percent resin and 1 percent wax.
To convert these costs to dollars per thousand
square feet of particleboard, a conversion of 1.5
tons of wood per thousand square feet is used. This
allows for some shrinkage from trimming and
sanding, as the finished 45-pound density board
weights 2,812 pounds per thousand square feet.
The total direct material costs per thousand are:
Direct Material Costs per Thousand Square Feet, }/H 'n c h Basis
(1973 dollars)
W o o d cost
Transportation
Resin
Wax
Total

$ 9.00
3.30
13.20
1.50
$27.00

Energy Costs. Particleboard is a heavy user of
electrical power, primarily because of the large
amounts of energy used in refining the particles
and in the pressing operations. Power usage,
estimated from the three operating plants surveyed
and from one detailed feasibility study, averages
250 kilowatt-hours per thousand square feet of 3Ainch particleboard. Prices paid for power show
considerable variation, depending on the location
and the utility providing the service. The estimated
charge is $0.11 per kilowatt-hour including
demand charges. The total power cost is estimated
as $2.75 per thousand square feet of output.
Natural gas, or propane when natural gas is not
available, is used in all plants surveyed for drying
the wood particles after they have passed through
the refining process. Although gas is used in nearly
all dryers, the survey revealed widespread interest
in developing alternate heat sources. The most
attractive substitute for natural gas appears to be a
heat exchanger in the dryer that would utilize the
heat from process steam. Such a system would add
substantially to the cost of the dryer and might still
require some gas to finish the drying or to allow for
the necessary fast control, but it would markedly
reduce the demand for gas.
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T ab le 3
Labor a n d Factory O v e rh e a d Costs
Plant Capacity
60 M illion
Square Feet

90 M illion
Square Feet

Oirect labor
Total laborers per day
(three shifts)

80

95

Total employment
Annual cost (earnings)

106
SI, 117,550

126
$1,325,100

Oirect labor cost per
1 ,0 0 0 square feet

$

$

18.63

IA.72

Overhead
Management and office
staff
Annual cost (earnings)

$

1 0 0 ,0 0 0

$ 113,000

Insurance, taxes, office
expenses

$

170,000

$ 205,000

Overhead cost per 1,000
square feet

s

Note:

7

A.50

8

$

The total cost of production is shown in table

3-53

A.

aLaborers, foremen, and maintenance workers.

Current usage of natural gas is about 1.5
thousand cubic feet per thousand square feet of
particleboard production. This usage rate is quite
variable, depending on the weather and the
moisture of the wood particles. The shavings,
which make up the bulk of the furnish, are
normally quite dry, and the trip through the dryer
serves mainly to maintain a uniform and wellcontrolled moisture content rather than actually to
dry them much. Wetter-than-usual wood or a
humid day can easily double or triple the usual gas
demand.
Gas prices are also quite variable, depending on
location. Using western Montana gas prices of $.48
per thousand cubic feet as a norm, the cost for
drying will be $.72 per thousand square feet of
particleboard production at 1973 prices. With
uncertainties about supply and possible rapid price
increases this figure could easily double within the
next year.
Particleboard production is a heavy user of steam
in the production process for heating the press, for
building heat, and, in the case of MDF plants, for
heating and softening the wood particles. Older
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plants generate steam from natural gas or other
fossil fuels, but nearly all newer installations have
boilers fired with sander-dust. The sander-dust, a
very fine mixture of wood and resin, is collected in
filter systems. It presented a serious disposal
problem until the introduction of boilers designed
to burn it. The dust makes a very clean and easily
handled fuel. The production of sander-dust and
the demand for steam seem to be nicely balanced,
with most plants burning all of their dust and using
most of the steam produced.
The cost of installing the boiler has been
included as a part of the total capital cost, and once
it is installed the operating costs will be small, so
that no extra cost for steam has been included in
the cost analysis.
Labor and overhead costs. As with capital costs,
there are economies of scale which result in lower
labor and overhead costs for larger plants. Much of
the particleboard process is fully mechanized, so
that it takes only a few more operators to run a large
plant than a small one. Estimates of labor cost are
based on hourly rates of $3.75 plus $1.15 for fringe
benefits for skilled labor, and $4.25 plus $1.25 for
foreman and maintenance. The expected labor and
overhead costs are summarized in table 3 for plants
of 60- and 90-million square feet capacity.
T ab le 4
Sum m ary o f Expected Prod uction Costs o f a
Particleboard Plant in th e
N o rth e rn Rocky M o u n ta in Region
1973
(per 1,000 square feet, 3/4-inch basis)
Plant Capacity
90 Million
Square Feet

60 Million
Square Feet
Wood
Resin

Subtotafe;.;-)-^.
Reserve for depreciation
(10-year straight line)
Total

$12.30
13-20

.v

$58.38
12.60
570.98

$12.30
I 3.20
1.50
2.75
.72
1A.72
2.00
3.53
2.5A
$53.26
10.80 p |
$64.66 .
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Product mix, prices, and net return to mill
Product mix. Few established particleboard
plants produce only one type of board, and all of
them produce a variety of thicknesses. Most new
plants have been aimed at the industrial board
markets, where profits are generally higher.
Unfortunately, there are no reliable estimates of
prices for industrial grade boards, primarily
because the product class includes many special
varieties and may include much secondary
processing.
Whatever the final market goal, there seems to
be a tendency for new plants to produce
underlayment particleboard, and to move into the
industrial market after they are well established.
Underlayment is less exacting to manufacture and
has a ready market that requires little in the way of
sales effort. The following analysis will consider
only underlayment grades, since any new plant will
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likely be forced to exist for the first couple of years
w ithout any substantial industrial grade
production.
All summary statistics for the particleboard
industry are reported on the basis of 1,000 square
feet of board 34-inch thick. However, very little
underlayment grade is actually 34 inch; most is 5/e
inch or less. Production in 1§72, as reported by the
U.S. Department of Commerce, included the
following sizes:
Quantity
(million square feet) Percent o f Total

Thickness
%-inch
14-inch
other (mostly %-inch)

Total

643
130
167

68
14
73

940

700

It is assumed that the typical plant will produce in
this ratio, so that weighted averages of the prices
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can be converted to an expected price on a 34-inch
base.
Particleboard prices. Like the prices of other
wood products, the price of particleboard is
extremely variable, though it may be a little less
sensitive to changes in the housing industry
because of the large industrial segment of the
particleboard market. The prices of 5/s-inch and 3/einch board, for the period 1970 through mid 1975,
are shown in figure 3. Since the capital and
operating costs were all figured in 1973 dollars, an
estimate of the 1973 level is needed, so that the two
can be compared. (We then assume that the effects
of inflation act equally on both cost and price for
future projections.)
Since we have the actual price for 1973, it is
tempting to simply find the average price for the
year. A simple average may be very misleading,
however, because of the effects of the price freeze
during the latter half of 1972. What we need is an
estimate of what prices would have been had there
been no price freeze. The two dashed lines on
figure 3 are linear extensions of the prices from
January 1970 through June 1972. Extending these
trends into 1973, we can estimate the following
prices:
Estimated Particleboard Prices, M id 1973
Assuming No Price Freeze in 1972
Estimated Price
Equivalent Price Percent o f
Thickness (per 1,000 square feet)
Vi-inch
Total Sales
%-inch
Vi-inch
%-inch

$67
65
62

$ 80.4
97.5
124.0

68
14
18

(weighted average price, % -inch basis: $90.64)

These price estimates exclude both the short
period of high prices in 1969, and the abnormal
period of the price freeze and subsequent price
"bubble/' This selection of a time period of low,
stable prices as the forecast base means that the
price estimates are quite conservative. There may
be short-term fluctuations of prices below the
estimate, but we can reasonably take the prices
shown above as a minimum expected price.
Rate of return on investment. The expected costs
and revenues developed in the preceding sections
are summarized in table 5, which also shows the
first-year return on investment. Rates of return of 9
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to 12 percent are not extraordinary, but are high
enough that we can reasonably expect that
particleboard plants in the Northern Rocky
Mountain region would be profitable. It should be
noted that the first-year rate of return (commonly
used in the forest products industry) is a very
conservative method of evaluation. The actual rate
of return will rise as the plant depreciates, so that
the rate of return over the ten-year life would
actually be 16 percent instead of 9 percent for the
60-million square foot plant.
The rate of return is quite sensitive to prices, of
course. If the price of %-inch underlayment
dropped to $53, a 60-million square feet plant
would just break even, with no profit. An increase
to $83 (25 percent above the base price) would
increase the rate of return from 9 percent to 18
percent. Prices of $53 to $83 per thousand square
feet are not at all unlikely. Prices in 1973 alone
ranged from $58 up to $130 and then back down to
$53. The price at this time (September 1975) is $65
and rising slowly.

Pulp and paper production in the
Northern Rockies
Pulp and paper products made from Rocky
Mountain sources go, like particleboard, to
national markets, so that in predicting the future
for this region we must look first to the national
situation. The total U.S. production of pulp, paper,
and board for the period 1964 to 1975 is shown in
figure 4. The industry, with minor downturns, has
shown a steady growth ever since reliable records
have been maintained (1920). The sharp drop in
1975 may, however, be more than a minor drop.
(1975 production was estimated from actual
production in the first half year.) The only
comparable drop occurred in the 1930-32 period.
The low, medium, and high projections attempt
to establish a reasonable range for the forecast
error. If current patterns continue, then the
medium projection is likely to be best; but any
significant change in the pattern of use for paper
could swing the actual production to either the
high or the low projection. If the drop in 1975 really
represents a change in the demand pattern for
finished paper products, then the low projection
would be the most reasonable.
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T a b le 5
Expected R e tu rn o n In v e s tm e n t fo r
M illw a s te P a rticlebo ard

Plant Size
60 M illio n
Square Feet

Sal es p r i c e p e r 1,000 s q ua r e f e e t ,
3 /4 -in c h basis
P l us f r e i g h t adva nt ag e
Net p r i c e t o m i l l

$
$

Cost o f p r o d u c t i o n 3
Net income p er 1,000 square
T a x a b l e income p e r y e a r
Income t a x (6-1/ 2% s t a t e ,
Net income p er y e a r
O riginal

feet

48% f e d e r a l )

investment

F i r s t - y e a r r e t u r n on i n v e s t m e n t

$

90 M illio n
Square Feet

90.60
2.00
9 2 .60

$
90.60
_________ 2. 00

7 0. 98

64.06

21.62

$

$

92.60

28.54

$1,297,200.00
706,974.00
$
590,226.00

$2,568,600.00
1,399,887.00
$1,168,713.00

$6,560,000.00

$9,720,000.00

9.0%

12.01

a
From t a b l e 4.

The actual consumption of paper in the United
States is about five million tons greater than
production, with the difference being supplied by
net imports, mostly newsprint from Canada.
Sources of fiber for pulping
The production of paper and paperboard is a twostage process, the first step being the production of
wood pulp from a primary source of fiber, and the
second being the formation of the pulp into paper
or paperboard. The two processes are often
contained within a single “ integrated” plant, but
about 10 percent of the paper produced is made
from pulp purchased from outside sources. There

are also some nonpaper uses for pulp, such as
synthetic fiber and plastic manufacture, which use
about 2 percent of the pulp production.
The traditional source of wood fiber, and still the
largest source, is roundwood. Roundwood is any
wood, usually green, that is cut specifically for use
in pulp mills. Prior to 1940, nearly all pulp produced
in the United States was made from roundwood.
Rising prices for timber after the Second World
War forced a shifting toward mill residues, which
had been considered a less desirable material. At
first the pulp mills would use only chips produced
from green waste from lumber mills, but they are
now using a wide variety of millwastes, including
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Sources: U.S. Departm ent o f Com m erce, Bureau o f the Census, C urrent Industrial Reports, Pulp, Paper, and Board, Series M26A
(73)-13 (W ashington, D.C.: Publications D istrib u tion Section, Social and Economics A dm inistration, February 1975); 1975 estimate:
The Wall Street Journal, August 29,1975, p. 1.

Figure 4. U.S. Production of Pulp, Paper, and Plywood

some sawdust. The change from roundwood to mill
residues has been most dramatic in the Pacific
Northwest, where roundwood has become a minor
source of fiber. The consumption of pulpwood
from roundwood, mill residues, and forest residues
is shown in table 6. The quantities shown as
projected demand were derived by the American
Paper Institute, based on a survey of its
membership. Wastepaper makes up 20 percent of
the total pulp requirement in the United States.
Most of the wastepaper is used in plants that are
close to large population centers, where collection
is easy, and where suppliers of virgin pulpwood
may be limited. (California is a major user of
wastepaper.) The use of wastepaper is negligible in
the Northwest, but its use in other sections of the
country has the effect of diminishing the demand
for wood here.
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Imports and exports of pulpwood
The international market in chipped pulpwood has
a considerable impact on the Northwest, although
for the rest of the country it is negligible. Imports of
pulpwood consist mostly of chips imported from
British Columbia to mills in northern Washington.
The volume is extremely variable, but does not
seem to have any trend, either up or down, over the
past ten years.
Exports are another matter. The volume of
exports has grown from less than 100,000 tons in
1965 to almost 4,000,000 tons in 1974. The volume of
chips exported from the West is over 20 percent of
what is used for domestic production in the area,
and is still growing. The volume of imports and
exports is shown in table 7. All of the imports are to
Washington, and most of the exports are from
Oregon ports.
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Table 6
Present and Projected Pulpwood Consumption
by Major Geographic Section
(millions of tons)
1 9 7 3 _____________

1977

Roundwood

M ill
Residues

Forest
Residues

Total

Roundwood

M ill
Residues

Forest
Residues

Total

Northeast

6,241

1,042

256

7,539

7,298

1,300

269

8,867

North Central

5,155

1,501

302

6,958

5,453

1,786

429

7,668

41,103

12,656

3,103

56,862

42,675

17,084

4,133

63,892

4,174

14,306

1,025

19,505

4,583

14,771

1,075

20,429

56,673

29,505

4,686

90,864

60,009

34,941

5,906

100,856

South
West
Total U.S.
Source:

Internal report of American Paper Institute, "Capacity Survey,

Projections of future exports are very shaky.
Nearly all of the exported chips go to Japan, but
forecasts are difficult because Japan also obtains
significant amounts from other sources, such as
New Zealand and South American countries.
Japan's demand for chips is expected to grow, but
there are questions as to where they will come
from. We can be reasonably sure, however, that the
export volume will not drop within the near future.
The chips going to Japan have been sold on eightto ten-year contracts, and it appears that the
Japanese are quite concerned with assuring a
steady, reliable supply for their mills.5
Demand, supply, and prices for pulping chips
The demand for pulpwood (either in roundwood
or chip form) can be readily and accurately
determined from the record of actual production
by the various pulp manufacturers, plus exports.
Supply is another matter. The volume of wood fiber
that might be available for pulp manufacture
depends on the price to be paid for the pulpwood
and also on the price and demand situation for
5Vernon S. W h ite , "Japan's Search fo r M o re Fiber Has Im pact
A ro u n d the W o rld ," Forest Industries, August 1972, pp. 32-38.

1973-1976."

competing wood uses such as lumber. Twenty years
ago, pulp producers in the West would have
considered only the availability of growing timber
as potential supply, but a changing price structure
shifted them to mill residue chips as a prime source.
Sawdust was once considered unusable, but is now
used in large quantities by some mills.
As an example of the effect that prices have on
potential supply, consider the peeler cores
produced by plywood manufacturers. As veneer is
peeled from a log it becomes smaller, to the point
that it becomes too small to produce usable veneer.
The usual practice is to stop at a 514-inch diameter,
so that two utility grade 2x4 pieces of lumber can be
sawn from the core. Sawing the square block from
the round core leaves some material that goes to
the chipper for pulping. An increase in the price of
pulp chips or a decrease in the price of lumber,
however, makes the chips more valuable than the
lumber, in which case the core will be peeled down
to about 4-inch diameter and will then be
converted entirely into chips. The production of
millwaste chips from the plywood plant can thus
nearly double or halve, depending on the price.
We can perhaps learn more about the supply of
pulpwood by examining the history of pulpwood
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prices. Long periods of stable prices would indicate
that supplies were equal to or greater than the
demand. Rising prices (greater than the rate of
inflation) would indicate some shortages which
would tend to force the pulp industry to go to other
sources.
Unfortunately, accurate published prices of
pulpwood in the West are not available.
Comparable data for a few other sections of the
United States are available, however, and are
shown in table 8 for the period 1960-1972. An
extensive survey of prices in Oregon, Washington,
and California was conducted during 1971 and

T ab le 8
P u lpw ood Prices— Selected Areas, 1960-1972
Pine Pu lpw o od , In c lu d in g Bark
(dollars per ton)
Year

Midsouth

Southeast

Louisiana

Wisconsin

I960

13-30
13-20
13-20

13-70
13-70
13-70
13-70
14.20
14.70
15-70
16.00
16.50
17-40
17-60
21.15

12.40

14.70
15.00

1961

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

1969
1970
1971
1972

T ab le 7
W est Coast Im p orts and Exports
o f C h ip p e d P u lpw o od

1965

Imports

Exports

784

92
219
603
1,291
1 ,7 0 4

1966

822

1967

1 ,1 8 3
1 ,0 4 7
581
795
1 ,1 5 7

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Source:

910

2,111
2,200
2,502

1 ,085
624

3,430
3,809

F l o r e n c e K. Ruderman,

Production, Prices, Employment,
and Trade in Northwest Forest
Industries, Fourth Quarter 1974,
U.S. D e p ar t m e nt o f A g r i c u l t u r e ,
Forest Service (P o rtla n d ,
Oregon:
P a c i f i c Northwest
F o r e s t and Range E x p e r i m e n t
S t a t i o n , 1975)*
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13-20
1 3 -6 0

14.00
14.30
14.80
15-50
15.70
15-10

12.70
12.70
13-00
13-70
13.70
14.20
14.80
14.70
14.90
16.00

1 5 -0 0

14.80

17-80
17-80
17-40
19.30
18-90
19.30

Source: Dwight Hair and Robert B. Phelps, The Demand and
P r ic e S i t u a t i o n f o r F o r e s t P ro d u c ts , 197 2-7 3, U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, Forest Service, Miscellaneous Pub
lication No. 1239 (Washington, D.C., July 1973), pp. 7475. Original table In dollars per cord.

(thousands of tons)

Year

1 3 -2 0

1 2 .2 0
1 2 .1 0

1972.6 Selected results are shown in table 9. Of
particular interest is the extreme range of prices
found in this survey. Most pulpwood sales are on a
contract basis between supplier and user, with
essentially no open market. The contracts are
usually long-term agreements, up to ten years, and
although the contract may have price adjustment
clauses, the price paid will reflect conditions at the
time of the contract. In addition, the survey showed
that most mills paid differential prices to some
suppliers because of distance of haul or for the
quantity and quality of the wood.
The rather large price differences among the
three states appear to be a reflection of the relative
abundance of unused rough mill residues.
Washington has many more pulp mills than the
other two states and fewer lumber mills to produce
residues, while California has relatively few pulp
mills.
Some indication of price movements over the
past few years can be seen in the prices reported to
U.S. Customs on exported chips. The prices
6John Austin, "Price Trends in Fiberwood Used by M ills in
Northwest,” Pulp and Paper, M arch 1973, p. 64.
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T a b le 9
Selected F ib e rw o o d Prices Paid b y P u lp M ills
1971
(dollars per ton)
Chips

Sawdust

Average

Range

Washington

20.00

1 2 .5 0 -2 7 .5 0

Oregon

17.25

C a li fo r n i a

14.50

Average

Utilityi Logs
Range

Average

Range

7.25

6 .7 5 -8 .2 5

17.25

1 2 .0 0 -2 2 .5 0

12.0 0 -2 3 .2 5

5.75

4 .2 5 -6 .7 5

18.50

1 5 .7 5 -2 3 .0 0

1 2 .0 0 -1 5 .7 5

5.00

4 .5 0 -5 .5 0

12.50

1 2 .0 0 -1 3 .0 0

Source: John A u s tin , " P r ic e Trends in Fiberwood Used by M i l l s
March 1973, p. 36.

reported are shown in table 10. Also shown in table
10 are the average prices paid for Douglas fir chips
by a large Washington pulp manufacturer.7These
prices are subject to the same extreme ranges
found in the 1971 survey, but they do serve to
illustrate price changes over the past few years. The
pattern and level of prices are consistent with those
shown in table 8 for other sections of the United
States, and indicate that supplies of pulpchipswere
sufficient to satisfy all demands, including the
heavy shipments to Japan. The last year listed in
table 10, however, shows such large changes that
the figures need some explanation.
During the latter half of 1974 a severe misfit
developed between the lumber and paper
industries. In the past, both had been experiencing
fairly steady growth, but in 1974 the lumber
industry took a nosedive. Housing starts fell to 50
percent of what they had been, and lumber
production fell with the rest of the housing
industry. As a result, the supply of mill residues
shrank rapidly. During the same time, the demand
for paper products stayed high, so that the pulp
mills were working at full capacity. The extreme
upward pressure on prices for pulpwood during
T h e source o f the W ashington prices wishes to rem ain
anonymous.

i n N o rth w e s t," P u lp and P aver
>
r
r
>

T a b le 10
D o ug las Fir P u lp -C h ip Prices
1965-1975
(dollars per ton)
Exports from
O regon Customs
District

Year
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
19 7 4 —

first half
second half
1975—
first half

19.7*
19.68
19-75
20.25
21.10
19.31
20.94
22.12
24.85
28.37
24.68

Washington
M ill Prices

16.30
16.30
16.40
17.00
45.00
35.00

Source: Florence K. Ruderman, P r o d u c tio n , P r ic e s , Em ploy
m e n t, a n d T ra d e i n N o rth w e s t F o r e s t I n d u s t r i e s , F o u rth
Q u a r te r 1974, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service (Portland, Oregon: Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, 1 9 7 5 ).

this period is the best indication we have that all of
the readily available supplies of chippable
millwaste in the West are already committed to use.
The first half of 1975 has reversed the supplydemand situation. Lumber and plywood
production have recovered somewhat, and paper
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output has been reduced. There is again some
excess supply of chips, and the price has fallen. A
rapid recovery of demand for paper could easily
cause another surge in prices, especially if lumber
production does not keep pace.
The situation throughout the West, including the
Rocky Mountains, seems to be one of rather
delicate balance between the demand and supply
of pulp chips. There are, of course, local areas of
over- or undersupply. There will probably always
be some sawmills that are too small to justify the
expense of installing debarkers and chippers, or
that are too far from the point of use to make
utilization of their millwaste economical.
Supply and demand in the Rocky
Mountain region
There are presently four pulp manufacturers that
are primarily dependent on the Northern Rocky
Mountain region for raw materials. They are:
Company
Hoerner W aldorf
Potlatch
Boise Cascade
Inland Empire
Total

Location
Missoula, M ontana
Lewiston, Idaho
W allula, W ashington
Spokane, W ashington

Capacity,
Tons per Day
1,100
1,300
700
80
3,180

Both Hoerner Waldorf and Boise Cascade have
made announcements of intended expansion, to
1,850 tons per day for Hoerner Waldorf, and to
1,200 for Boise Cascade.
It takes about two tons of wood to produce one
ton of paper (depending on the pulping process
and the type of wood), so that the approximate
current use of pulpwood is about 6,360 tons per
day, or 2.2 million tons per year. (One railroad car
holds about 36 tons of chips, so the total volume is
equivalent to 176 carloads every day.) Most of the
pulpwood used is millwaste pulp chips from
lumber or plywood mills. All of the plants have
some facilities for using roundwood, and they also
use some sawdust, but the volumes are not great.
The situation may change soon, however. The
Missoula and Lewiston plants both have, or are
installing, large on-site chipping facilities to
supplement their millwaste supplies, and the two
proposed major expansions, at Missoula and
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Wallula, both anticipate that the additional
material will come from forest residues rather than
millwaste.
Estimates of the supply of green chips from
lumber and plywood mills in the Northern Rocky
Mountain region show an estimated annual supply
of only about 1.5 million tons, plus about .7 million
tons of sawdust.8This appears to fit exactly with the
use of 2.2 million tons of pulpwood per year, but in
fact not all of the sawdust is used, and the Lewiston
and Wallula mills obtain some of their material
from Oregon and Washington. The supplies of
millwastes should be relatively stable for an
extended period. The Forest Service seems
committed to maintaining a fairly uniform harvest,
as do the larger private timber owners. There may
be some gradual changes caused by the trend to
smaller logs (which yield more residue) and to
more efficient cutting methods (which yield less).
Estimates of the quantities of logging residuals
and 5-D wood that might be available are difficult
to obtain and are probably not very reliable. It is
only very recently that there has been widespread
interest in knowing what is out there in the woods
besides saw logs. The Outlook for Timber in the
United States estimates logging residues for
Montana and Idaho at 334 million cubic feet per
year, or 4.2 million tons.9The estimates were made
on the basis of studies which measured the volume
of logging residue on some typical logging sites,
and then extended them by the estimated total
timber harvest. Logging residues do not include 5D wood unless it is on a logged site.
Estimates of the supply of 5-D wood in Forest
Service District One (most of Montana and part of
Northern Idaho) were made for the Hoerner
Waldorf Corporation by a consulting firm, and
were verified by Region One personnel.10 This
study reported a total of .6 million tons annually
that were readily available, and an additional .7
million tons that were probably available; access to
the latter would depend on new access roads or
8Richard W ithycom be, The O u tlo o k fo r Particleboard
M anufacture in the N o rth e rn Rocky M ou n ta in Region, U.S.
Departm ent o f Agriculture, Forest Service (O gden, Utah:
Interm ountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, 1975), p.
34.
9The O u tlo o k fo r Timber, p. 301.
10Hoerner W aldorf internal report.
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increases in public timber sales. This study covered
only those areas that are economically accessible to
the Missoula mill. The total supply for the entire
Northern Rocky Mountain region is probably more
than double this figure, or about 2.6 million tons
annually.
There is some overlap between the logging
residue estimates of 4.2 million tons and the 5-D
wood of 2.6 million, but a reasonable estimate of
total forest residues available annually in the
Northern Rocky Mountains could be put at about 6
million tons, or enough to increase the total
production of pulp to about four times its current
level.
Costs of utilizing forest residues
There are several options available for utilizing
forest residues, with the main difference being in
the location of the chipping facility. The most
commonly used method is to collect and haul logs
to a central chipping facility, using conventional
logging equipment. As an alternative, the material
can be reduced to chips on the spot using portable
chippers. It is then hauled out on chip trucks. If the
chipping is done in the woods the material can be
debarked before chipping, in which case the
resulting chips are no different from those
produced by other techniques. There is also some
interest in whole-tree chipping, in which the entire
tree bark, leaves, needles, and all—is chipped.
The resulting chips, of course, contain bits of bark
and leaves, but the process is much faster than
debarking.
The appropriate technique depends on the
terrain, the roads available, and the type of residue.
Most of the whole-tree chipping has been done in
the eastern hardwood regions where the terrain is
generally flat, the roads good, and the trees are
deciduous. There appears to be virtually no interest
among western pulp producers in using whole-tree
chips from western forests. On-site and centralized
chipping of debarked material are both feasible in
this region, and both have been used. The choice
depends primarily on the terrain, with the size of
residues also being important. In general, flat
terrain, good roads, and small material favor on-site
chipping, whereas steep terrain, poor roads, and

Richard P. Withycombe
large material would indicate centralized chipping.
Since much of the Northern Rocky Mountain
region is steep and accessible only by narrow
logging roads, centralized chipping will probably
be best for most areas. One of the problems with
on-site chipping may be overcome if the demand
for chips becomes greater. The chip trucks that are
now available are designed for paved highways and
can be used only with great difficulty on rough
logging roads with sharp switchbacks. Develop
ment of good off-road chip trucks would make on
site chipping more desirable for this area.
If we assume that most forest residues will be
handled in centralized chipping facilities, then cost
estimates can be made by comparison with
conventional logging methods. Average costs in
Region One for logging and hauling (in 1972
dollars) are:11

Logging cost
H auling cost

Dollars per
Thousand Board Feet

Dollars per Ton

$27.80
13.87

$13.90
6.94

$41.67

$20.84

If these costs are increased to account for general
inflation from 1972 to 1975, the approximate cost is
$26 per ton. The material must then be debarked
and chipped at the central chipping facility at an
additional cost of about $5 per ton, for a total cost of
$31 per ton.
A pilot study of complete harvesting of
iodgepole pine was conducted by the Forest
Service and Champion International on the Teton
National Forest in Wyoming.12 The study included
harvesting of merchantable timber and the
chipping of residues on the logging site. Average
cost for the chips produced was $16.90 per ton,
including the cost of hauling the chips forty miles
from the site. Again, converting to 1975 dollars, the
"Jo h n Host, “ Lum ber P ro d u ction — A nalyzing Costs, Sales, and
Supply Relationships,” Forest Products Journal, Vo\ 24 N o 11
p. 52.
12R. B. G ardner and W . S. Hartsog, Logging Equipm ent,
M ethods, a n d Cost fo r N ear C o m plete Harvesting o f
Lodgepole Pine in W yom ing, U.S. D e partm ent o f A g ric u ltu re ,
Forest Service Research Paper I NT-147 (O gd e n , Utah:
In te rm o un ta in Forest and Range Experim ent Station, 1973), p.

8.
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Mountain forest residues. The West Coast also has
large quantities of unused residues, with the
advantage of being close to the market. There will
be some utilization of logging residue or5-D wood
by the existing pulp mills in the Rocky Mountain
region simply because there is no other source.
Increases in pulp production will be based
primarily on forest residues, and some of the
present requirements also will be filled by forest
residues during temporary periods of short
millwaste supply.

Conclusion

equivalent price now would be $21 per ton. This
cost appears to be somewhat less than the cost for
centralized chipping, but the $21 cost does not
include debarking and would apply only to fairly
flat terrain.
If chips from forest residues are to be used for
local pulp production, then the costs given above
would apply, as they include the cost of local
transportation by truck. If, however, they are to
enter markets on the West Coast (for export) or in
the Midwest, then the cost of transportation must
be added. Rates for rail transportation from a few
typical origins are shown below.
Rail Transportation Cost per Ton

Montana
Origin
Deer Lodge
Kalispell
Libby

_________________ Destination_________________
Portland,
Wallula,
Everett,
Port Edwards,
Oregon Washington Washington
Wisconsin
$20.60
NA
NA

$ NA
15.12
12.83

$33.89
NA
NA

$18.15
17.20
NA

The total costs for harvesting, chipping, and
shipping forest residues from the Rocky Mountain
region to the West Coast is about $25 to harvest, $5
to chip, and $15 to ship, for a total cost of $45 per
ton.
The price of pulp chips did go over $45 per ton in
1974, but only for a short time. If the demand for
chips does go back up and the prices rise to $45, we
should not expect an immediate rush to use Rocky
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The long-term (this decade) prospects for
utilization of wood residues in the Rocky Mountain
region appear good for all types of millwaste. Most
of the waste material that is suitable for pulping is
already being used for paper manufacture.
Particleboard plants presently use more than half of
the available supplies of shavings, and we can
expect that several new plants will be built in this
region within the next few years, so that all fine
millwaste will be used. Millwaste, as a wasted
material, will cease to exist except for small
amounts produced in small, scattered mills.
The prospects for large-scale use of forest
residues are not as bright. The only significant use
of forest residues which appears to be
economically justified is the production of pulp
and paper. Since the supplies of millwaste are
about exhausted, increases in pulp production will
rely on the utilization of forest residues. Pulp
production in this region is expected to increase
about 30 to 40 percent over the next five years, but
since there are enough residues to allow
quadrupling the present production, the use of
forest residues by the pulp industry will not have a
large impact on the total supply.
Some export of pulp chips to either the West
Coast or the Midwest is a possibility, but will occur
only if there is a sustained increase in the price of
chips. It costs about $45 per ton to collect and ship
forest residues to the West Coast for use there or
for export to Japan. Chip prices are now about $35
per ton, so that it will take about a one-third
increase to stimulate a demand for chips from the
Rocky Mountain area.
D

TO BUY OR TO LEASE?
Howard 1. puckett

H ow to answer the
question for your business
In the past fifteen years, leasing has become a
common alternative to the outright purchase of
business equipment, buildings, and other assets.
Also, the number of lease and purchase agreement
types has grown significantly, along with interest in
analytical methods to determine the costs of the
various alternatives. The purpose of this article is to
examine an analytical method in sufficient detail so
that the reader may analyze and choose the option
best suited to the needs of his firm.
The importance of analyzing lease and purchase
alternatives cannot be overemphasized. Too many
of these decisions are made haphazardly resulting
in unnecessary expense to the lessee. A recent
decision on the part of a restaurant owner to lease
rather than buy additional equipment cost the
business $12,000 in additional expense—more than
the firm showed in net profit for the entire fiscal
year in which the decision was made. The owner
“ had heard leasing was cheaper than buying.”
Haphazard decisions such as this often work to the
advantage of the lessor at the expense of the lessee.

Some basic concepts
Understanding a few basic concepts is necessary
before analyzing lease-buy options. One such
concept is the time value of money. This concept

Howard L. Puckett is Assistant Professor of
Finance in the School o f Business
Administration, University of Montana,
Missoula.

simply means that a dollar today is worth more than
a dollar received in the future. Consideration is
given not only to how many dollars are received
but also to when they are received. To illustrate:
Assume you are offered either $1,000 today or
$1,000 one year from today. The $1,000 today would
be preferable because the $1,000could be invested
at, say, 6 percent per year, so that at the end of one
year you would have $1,060 compared to only
$1,000 if the latter offer were chosen. Note that the
time value of money is based upon investment and
not inflation.1 The earlier money is worth more
because it is in hand and can be invested
immediately. The time value of money also applies
to payments—early payments are worth more to
the recipient than later payments. Given a choice,
and all other things equal, the earlier cash is
received, the better.
To reflect the importance of both amount and
time, dollars are expressed in time-dollar
units—usually either “ present dollars” or “ end-ofthe-first-year dollars.” In the example above, we
used end-of-the-first-year dollars as the unit of
measurement. That is, we multiplied the $1,000 to
’The effects of inflation can be taken into account if real
purchasing power is to be measured. However, for this paper
they will be ignored.
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necessary. Table 1, The Present Value of $1, is an
excerpt from such a table.
Each entry or interest factor reflects what $1 is
worth at the present, given various time periods
over which the dollar is discounted at various
investment rates. For example, the present value of
$1 to be received in ten years, which could have
been invested at 8 percent, is $.463. (We look under
the 8 percent column, tenth row.) To determine
what our $500 would be worth, we multiply the
factor (.463) by the number of dollars to arrive at a
present value of $231.50.
For someone not accustomed to thinking in
these terms, discounting can provide surprising
results, in that the present value of an amount to be
received in the distant future, discounted at a large
annual discount rate, tends to be very small. For
example, $1,000 received fifty years from the
present, discounted at a 15 percent annual rate, is
worth only $.92 at the present. (Don't look to the
abbreviated table given for this interest factor. The
table neither goes to fifty years nor to a 15 percent
discount rate.)
Another important concept in evaluating lease
versus purchase is annuity. An annuity is a periodic
payment or receipt of equal amount. For example,
a payment of $1,000 per year beginning a year from
now for five years would be called a $1,000 five-year
ordinary annual annuity. If we wanted to find the
present value of this particular annuity at a 6 per
cent annual investment rate, the computation

be received today by 1.06 to determine what $1,000
invested at 6 percent would be worth a year from
now, and we determined that $1,000 today is equal
to $1,060 end-of-the-first-year dollars. We then
compared the $1,060 with the $1,000 offered a year
from now and determined that $1,000 today was the
better offer.
Alternatively, both options could be expressed in
present dollars. The first optio n—$1,000
today—already is expressed in present dollars so
that no time transformation is needed. To
determine what $1,000 a year from now would be
worth in present dollars, we must divide by one
plus the annual investment rate of 6 percent
($1,000 -—1.06) to arrive at 943 present dollars.
Again, option one is preferable—$1,000 versus
$943. Note that if the 943 present dollars is invested
at 6 percent a year, it will earn $57 in interest. The
$943 plus $57 is equal to the 1,000 end-of-the-firstyear dollars with which we started.
From this point on, we will make all conversions
to present dollars. This process is called
discounting.
Discounting is potentially a very tedious process,
since most contracts run for a number of years. For
example, to find the present value of $500 received
at the end of the tenth year discounted at 8 percent,
we would have to multiply one plus 8 percent by
itself nine times, and then divide the ultimate
product into $500. Fortunately, tables are available
which greatly shorten the amount of computation

T a b le 1
T h e Present V a lu e o f $1

Year
1
2
3
4
5

1%
.990
.980
.971
.961
.951

2%
.980
.961
.942
.924
.906

3%
.971
.943
.915
.889
.863

4%
.962
.925
.889
.855
.822

6
7
8
9
10

.942
.933
.923
.914
.905

.888
.871
.853
.837
.820

.838
.813
.789
.766
.744

.790
.760
.731
.703
.676
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Annual Rate of Discount
6%
5%
943
.952
.890
.907
.840
.864
.792
.823
.747
.784
.746
.711
.677
.645
.614

.705
.665
.627
.592
.558

7%
.935
.873
.816
.763
.713

8%
.926
.857
.794
.735
.681

9%
.917
.842
.772
.708
.650

10%
.909
.826
.751
.683
.621

.666
.623
.582
.544
.508

.630
.583
.540
.500
.463

.5%
.547
.502
.460
.422

.564
.513
.467
.424
.386
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T a b le 2
T h e Present V a lu e o f A n O rd in a ry A n n u ity o f $1

Years
1
1- 2
1- 3
1- 4
1- 5

1%
0.990
1.970
2.941
3.902
4.853

1- 6
1- 7
1- 8
1- 9
1-10

5.795
6.728
7.652
8.566
9.471

2%
0.980
1.942
2.884
3.808
4.713

3%
0.971
1.913
2.829
3.717
4.580

4%
0.962
1.886
2.775
3.630
4.452

5.601
6.472
7.325
8.162
8.983

5.417
6.230
7.020
7.786
8.530

5.242
6.002
6.733
7.435
8.111

again could be very time-consuming. Fortunately,
tables have also been devised which shorten this
arithmetic. Table 2, The Present Value of an
Ordinary Annuity of $1, is an excerpt from a more
comprehensive annuity table.
Each entry reflects what a $1 annuity for a given
number of periods is worth now if the future
receipts could be reinvested at a given rate. To find
the present value of the annuity given above,
multiply the appropriate factor, corresponding to
five periods and 6 percent (4.212), by the annuity of
$1,000. The present value is $4,212.
Discounting annuities, like discounting single
amounts, also can provide some surprises for the
uninitiated. For example, a $1,000 ordinary annual
annuity received for fifty years discounted at a 15
percent annual rate is worth only 6,661 present
dollars despite the fact that $50,000 in total was
received over the period.
To reflect the timing of cash flows, we will
designate year-0 dollars as present dollars. Year-1
dollars are dollars received or paid at the end of the
first year; year-2 dollars are received or paid at the
end of the second year; and so on. Year 1-8 $1,000
represents an annual annuity of $1,000 beginning
one year from the present and ending eight years
from the present.

Analyzing lease and buy options
Many different lease and buy arrangements
generally are available to business firms. The

Annual Rate of Discountt-----------------5%
6%
7%
0.952
0.943
0.935
1.859
1.833
1.808
2.723
2.673
2.624
3.546
3.456
3.387
4.329
4.212
4.100
5.076
5.786
6.463
7.108
7.722

4.917
5.582
6.210
6.802
7.360

4.766
5.389
5.971
6.515
7.024

8%
0.926
1.783
2.577
3.312
3.993

9%
0.917
1.759
2531
3.240
3.890

0.909
1.736
2487
3.170
3.791

4.623
5.206
5.747
6.247
6.710

4.486
5.033
5.535
5.985
6.418

4.355
4.868
5.335
5.759
6.145

10%

following are a few examples of lease versus buy
alternatives which a firm might encounter. We
assume that the firm has already made the decision
to acquire the asset, whether leased or purchased;
that it can invest at an annual rate of 10 percent (its
discount rate); and that its corporate tax rate
(federal plus state) currently amounts to 40 percent.
Example 1. The following conditions apply both
to a long-term lease which essentially covers the
asset's useful life and to a purchaser
1) Purchase: The asset may be purchased outright
for $200,000 from surplus funds. Its estimated life is
ten years, at the end of which salvage value is
estimated to be zero. Straight-line depreciation will
be used.
2) Lease: The asset may be leased for $30,000 per
year for ten years payable at the beginning of each
year. Other costs, such as maintenance, property
taxes, and insurance, are paid by the lessee as they
would be by the owner so that these cash flows
associated with the lease and purchase are the
same. Therefore, they may be ignored in this
analysis and subsequent examples since we are
only interested in differential cash flows.
Exhibit 1 presents an analysis of the leasepurchase options under the conditions just
described. Because lease payments are deductible
as a business expense, considerable tax saving
($12,000 per year, or 40 percent times $30,000) is
created. Thus, under the lease option the net flow
for years 1 through 9 is $18,000; that is, the actual
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Exhibit 1
Analysis o f Lease and Buy A lternatives
Lease Cash Flow

Year

Tax
Shield *

Lease
Net Flow

Initial
Outlay

$30,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
(12.000)

$200,000

($12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12 ,0 0 0 )
(12 ,0 0 0 )
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)

Lease
Payment

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

$30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000
30,000

Total

$300,000

Buy Cash Flows

($120,000)

$ l8 0 r000

Depreciation

Tax
Shield9

Buy
Net Flow

Lease Net
Less
Buy N etb

$20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20.000

($8,000)
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8 ,0 0 0 )
(8 ,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8 .0 0 0 )

$200,000
(8 ,0 0 0 )
(8 ,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8,0 0 0 )
(8.0 0 0 )

($170,000)
26,000
26,000
26,000
26,000
26,000
26,000
26,000
26,000
26,000
(4.0 0 0 )

$200,000

($80,000)

$120,000

$200,000

aTax shields are reductions in cash outflows because o f the tax deductible nature of the expenses shown in

the immediately preceding column(s). Shields are calculated by m u ltip ly in g the tax rate (.40) by the amount
o f the tax deductible expense. The sh ie ld i t s e l f is the reduction in the tax outflow .
bWhen the fig u re is negative, leasing is advantageous; when p o s itiv e , buying is advantageous.
Present value o f differe n ce between lease net and buy net:
Year(s)
0
1-9
10

Flow(s)
($170,000)
26,000
(4 ,0 0 0 )

In te re st Factor
1.000
5.759
.386

Present Value
($170,000)
149,73*1

Total

(1,544)
($ 21,810)

out-of-pocket expense amounts to $18,000. If the
firm purchases the asset, it can charge off
depreciation at the rate of $20,000 per year, thereby
reducing corporate income taxes by $8,000 ($20,000
times 40 percent) during years 1 through 9. Thus the
final column in the table, lease net less buy net,
indicates that leasing is more advantageous in
terms of cash flow in years 0 and 10, but that
purchasing would provide the more favorable cash
flow position during years 1 to 9.
But the businessman who understands the time
value of money knows that the analysis is not yet
completed. At the bottom of the exhibit, the flows
for each year have been converted to present
dollar units. The negative $170,000 year-0 flow is
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already expressed in present dollars so that no
transformation to present dollars is needed. The
$26,000 flow for years 1 through 9 represents an
ordinary annual annuity. Since it can be invested at
10 percent, the interest factor from table 2 is 5.759
(10 percent column in the 1-9 period row); the
$26,000 times the interest factor 5.759 gives us the
annuity's present value of $149,734. The negative
$4,000 year-10 flow is brought back to the present
by multiplying it by the appropriate interest factor
from table 1 (.386) to determine its negative $1,544
present value. The sum of all of these flows
represents the present value of the alternatives. In
this case, leasing is 21,810 present dollars less costly
in total than buying. Assuming no factors other
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than cost influence the decision, leasing is the
better alternative.
Example 2. Other lease arrangements might
compare quite differently with the purchase
option. The following example involves a short
term lease with a purchase option at the end of two
years versus an outright purchase:
1) Purchase: The asset may be purchased outright
for $200,000 from surplus funds. Its estimated life is
ten years, at the end of which salvage is estimated to
be zero. Straight-line depreciation will be used.
2) Lease: The asset may be leased for the first two
years for $100,000 per year, payable at the
beginning of each year. After two years, the asset
may be purchased for $180,000. Depreciation will
be taken on the straight-line basis over its estimated

remaining life of eight years, at the end of which
salvage is estimated to be zero.
Exhibit 2 contains the analysis of these two
options. As before, the last column represents the
differential cash flows—a positive flow indicating
that owning is more costly and a negative flow
indicating that leasing is more costly for any given
year. At the bottom of the table, the yearly flows
have been converted to present dollars at the 10
percent discount rate. The negative $100,000 is
already expressed in present dollar units. The single
$68,000 new flow at the end of the first year is
brought back to the present by multiplying it by
.909 from table 1 to come up with its $61,812 present
value. In a similar fashion, the single $148,000 net
flow at the end of the second year is brought back

E xhibit 2
Analysis o f Lease-Purchase a n d Buy A ltern a tiv e s
Lease Cash Flows

Year

Lease Payment/
Purchase Option
Outlay
Depreciation

0
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

$100,000
100,000
180,000

Total

$380,000

Buy Cash Flows

Tax
Shield a

LeasePurchase
Net Flow
$100,000
60,000
140,000
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)

$200,000

$22,500
■22,500
22,500
22,500
22,500
22,500
22,500
22,500

($40,000)
(40,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9,000)
(9.000)

$180,000

($152.000)

$228,000

$200,000

Initial
Outlay

Depreciation

Tax
Buy
Shield3 Net Flow

LeasePurchase
Net Less
Buy N e tb

$200,000
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)

($100,000)
68,000
148,000
(1,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)
(1,000)

$20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

($8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)
(8,000)

$200,000

($8 0 ,0 0 0 )

$120,000

Tax shields are reductions in cash outflows because of the tax deductible i
nature of the expenses shown in the immediately preceding
column(s). Shields are calculated by multiplying the tax rate (.40) by the
amount of the tax deductible expense. The shield itself is the reduction in the tax outflow.
When the figure is negative, leasing is advantageous; when positive, buying is advantageous.
Present value of difference between lease-purchase net and buy net:
Year (s)
0

1
2
3-10

Flow(s)
( $ 100 , 000 )

6 8 ,0 0 0
148,000
(1,000)

Interest Factor

Present Value

1.000
•909
.826
5.335 (.826)

($

Total

100 , 0 0 0 )

61,812
122,248
(4.407)
$ 79.653
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percent investment tax credit under certain
conditions. The following data apply to a long-term
lease versus a purchase where an investment tax
credit-qualified asset is involved which has a
significant salvage value at the end of its estimated
life.
1) Purchase: The asset may be purchased outright
for $200,000 from surplus funds. The asset is
qualified for a 10 percent investment tax credit. Its
estimated life is ten years, at the end of which
salvage value is estimated to be $25,000. Straightline depreciation will be used.
2) Lease: The asset may be leased for $30,000 per
year, payable at the beginning of each year.
Exhibit 3 contains the analysis of these options.
Again, positive flow in the last column indicates
that the net flow for owning is less costly than
leasing, while a negative flow indicates that the net

to the present by multiplying it by .826 from table 1
to arrive at its $122,248 present value. The negative
$1,000 eight-year annuity beginning at the end of
the third year and ending the tenth year requires
special treatment relative to an ordinary annuity. It
is multiplied by 5.355, treating it as if it were an
ordinary annual annuity for eight years' length, to
bring the annuity back to the end of the second
year. Then, this product is multiplied by .826,
treating the product as a single amount received at
the end of the second year, to bring the amount
back to its present value of negative $4,407. The
total of the flows is $79,653. In this case, the buy
decision is cheaper by 79,653 present dollars than
the lease-purchase option. Again, if cost is the sole
criterion for choosing, buying is the preferable
alternative.
Example 3. Current tax law provides for a 10

Exhibit 3
Analysis o f Lease and Buy A ltern a tiv e s w ith In v e s tm e n t Tax C re d it a n d Salvage V a lu e
Lease Cash Flows

Year
0
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Tax
Shield a

Lease
Net Flow

Initial
Outlay

$30,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
18,000
(12,000)

$200,000

($12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)
(12,000)

Lease
Payment
$30,000
30,000
3 0 ,0 0 0

30,000
3 0 ,0 0 0

30,000
30,000
3 0 ,0 0 0

30,000
30,000
$300,000

Buy Cash Flows

($120,000)

$180,000

$200,000

Salvage

Investment
Tax Credit 1Depreciation

($25,000)

$17,500
17,500
17.500
17.500
17,500
17.500
17.500
17,500
17,500
17,500

($7,000)
(7,000)
(7.000)
(7,000)
(7.000)
(7,000)
(7.000)
(7,000)
(7,000)
(7,000)

($25,000)

$175,000

($70,000)

($20,000)

($20,000)

Buy
Tax
Shield4 Net Flow
$200,000
(27,000)
(7.000)
(7,000)
(7.000)
(7,000)
(7,000)
(7,000)
(7.000)
(7,000)
(3 2 .0 0 0 )

Lease Net
Less
Buy N e tb
($1 7 0 ,0 0 0 )
4 5 .0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0
2 5 .0 0 0
2 5 .0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0
2 5 ,0 0 0

20,000

$85.000

Tax shields are reductions in cash outflows because of the tax deductible nature of the expenses shown in the immediately preceding
column(s). Shields are calculated by multiplying the tax rate (.40) by the amount of the tax deductible expense. The shield Itself
Is the reduction in the tax outflow.
bWhen the figure is negative, leasing is advantageous; when positive, buying is advantageous.
Present value difference between lease net and buy net:
Year(s)
0
1
2-9
10

Flow(s)
($170,000)
45,000
25,000
20,000
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Interest Factor
1.000
•909
5.335 (.909)
.386

Present Value
($170,000)
40,905
121,238
7.720
Total ($
137)
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E xhibit 4
Analysis o f Lease a n d B o rro w -P u rc h a s e A ltern a tiv e s
Lease Cash Flow

* ear
0

1
\
I

Borrow-Purchase Flow

Lease
Payment

Tax
Shield*

Lease
Net Flow

$25,000
§188§

(5!n’nn?!

$25,000
J| , 0 0 0
>5,000

* 5 ,0 0 0

Principal

Interest

Depreciation

$11,397

$24,000

$2 0 , 0 0 0

>5,000
>5,000
>5,000
>5,000
>5,000
15,000
0 0,000)

$35,397
35,397
35,397
35,397
35,397
35,397
35,397
35,397
35,397
35,397

$150.000

$353.970

$200,000

’ 5 ,0 0 0

c

* 5 ,0 0 0

I.a’aaa!
/ 0,000j
J 2 ,000|

n
n
9
1°

|f,00°
of’nSS
oc’nnn
i?5,000
25,000
gggg^g

IIa’a00!
(10,000)
(10,000)

T°tal

$250,000

($100,000)

\

7

|JL(rlduct?on?
n Si SlJnt*
( O 1 d S S h i2 1

Loan
Payment

o i ? * 5 ; 3 t,KOU- f I ^

1 2 ,7 6 5

2 2 ,6 3 2

2 0 ,0 0 0

14,296
16,012
17,933
20,085

21,101
19,385
17,464
15,312

2 2 ,4 9 6

1 2 ,9 0 1

20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000
20,000

25,195
28,2l8„
31,603°

10,202
7,179
3,792

20,000
20,000

$153.968

$200,000

Tax
Shield *

($17,600)
(17,053)
(16,440)
(15,754)
(14,986)
(14,125)
(13,160)
(12,081)
(10.872 )
( 9,517)

2 0 ,0 0 0

Net
BorrowPurchase

$17,797
18,344
1 8 ,9 5 7

19,643
20,411
21,272
22,237
2 3 ,3 1 6

24.525
25,880

Lease Net
Less
BorrowPurchase
FlowdN e tb
$2c 0 0 0
(2 ,
’7 9 7 )
(3 3 4 4 )
(3957)
(4 643)
(5411)
( 6 272)
(7237)
(8316)
fq’ocl
(3si880)

($141.588) $212,382

9 g| |g| |j| b
ytheaTO
untofthe

i b ?c a u s *

o f

th e

tax deductible nature of the expenses shown in the immediately preceding
deductible expense. The shield itself

When the figure is negative, leasing is advantageous; when positive, buying is advantageous.
Principal and interest do not sum to the loan payment because of rounding error.
Net borrow-purchase flow is the difference between the loan payment and the tax shield.
Present value of difference between lease net and borrow-purchase net:
Year (s)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Flow(s)

Interest Factor

$25,000
(2,797)
(3,344)
(3,957)
(4,643)
(5,411)
(6,272)
(7,237)
(8,316)
(9,525)
(35.880)

1.000
•909
.826
•751
.683
.621
.564
■513
.467
.424
.386
Total

Present Value
$25,000
(2,542)
(2,762)
(2,972)
(3,170
(3,360)
(3.537)
(3,713)
(3,884)
(4,039)
(13.850)
($18,830)

flow for leasing is less costly. The yearly flows have
been converted to present dollars in a way similar
to those in example 2. The negative $170,000 is
already expressed in present dollar units. The
single $45,000 flow at the end of the first year is
brought back to the present by multiplying by .909
from table 1. The $25,000 eight-year annuity
beginning at the .end of the second period and
ending at the end of the ninth is multiplied by 5.355
from table 2 to bring the annuity back to the end of

the first year. Then, this product is multiplied by
.909 from table 1 to bring it back to the present
value of $121,238. The end of the tenth-year flow of
$20,000 is brought back to its present value of $7,720
multiplying it by .386, the appropriate factor from
table 1. The total present value indicates that
leasing is 137 present dollars cheaper than buying.
Assuming no factors other than cost influence the
decision, leasing is preferable to buying.
Example 4. The examples presented so far have
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assumed that the purchase has been made with
surplus funds. In many cases, surplus funds are not
available so that the purchase price must be
borrowed. In this case, the option is not lease
versus simply purchase but rather lease versus
borrow. The payments on the loan would have to
be broken down into their principal and interest
components when paid to account for the tax
shield created by the interest expense.
1) Borrow and purchase: The asset's cost of
$200,000 wi 11be borrowed at a rate of 12 percent per
year paid on the declining balance annually over
the asset's estimated ten-year life, at the end of
which salvage is estimated to be zero. Straight-line
depreciation will be used.
2) Lease: The asset may be leased for $25,000 per
year, payable at the beginning of each year.
Exhibit 4 contains the analysis of these options.A
positive cash flow in the last column indicates that
the net flow for owning is less than that for leasing,
while a negative flow indicates that the net flow for
leasing is less costly. The cash flows in the last
column must all be multiplied by factors from table
1 since no annuity is involved in the ten-year span.

The negative 18,830 present dollars indicates that
the borrow-purchase option is more desirable than
the lease option if cost is the only consideration.
The examples presented above by no means
include all possible lease or buy alternatives which
the reader may encounter. However, the
rudiments of the analysis remain the same
regardless of the specifics of the options.

Summary
Analyzing lease versus buy decisions is a very
important but not a difficult process. However, the
analyst must be armed with knowledge of an
analysis procedure such as that presented above,
an estimate of the rate at which funds can be
reinvested, estimates of differential cash flows
under each alternative, and, finally, compre
hensive present value tables.2
□
2For m ore comprehensive present value tables than those
presented, see James A. G entry, Jr., and G lenn L. Johnson,
Finney and M ille r's Principles o f A ccounting, A dvanced (6th
ed.; Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971) o r the Van
Horne o r Weston and Brigham references.
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